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Lloyd’s chairman: Reforms will mean
nothing if acquisition costs don’t fall
W

Expense ratio

Combined ratio

business into the Lloyd’s market. “We will have succeeded if
ith Lloyd’s poised to unveil details of its ambitious
the market modernises, resulting in lower costs to customers
transformation plan later this month, chairman Bruce
and a more competitive Lloyd’s on the global stage.”
Carnegie-Brown has spoken of the need to ensure that
Research by The Insurer shows that in 2004 – the year
efficiency gains generated by the programme ultimately feed
the former New York Attorney-General Eliot Spitzer sent
through to supporting lower expense and acquisition costs.
shockwaves through the industry by challenging the global
Speaking in response to research by this publication that
brokers on their
Lloyd’s acquisition
120%
40%
revenue models –
cost ratio has risen
35%
Lloyd’s acquisition
every year since
100%
cost ratio was 22.7
2004 bar once
30%
percent. By 2018,
(2009), Carnegie80%
25%
it had creeped up
Brown said he was
to 30.4 percent
“aware that Lloyd’s
20%
60%
Lloyd’s acquisition
– an increase of
competitiveness
costs rise y-o-y
15%
34 percent over
ultimately depends
40%
10%
the period. In
on lowering its
20%
contrast, Lloyd’s
expense ratio”.
5%
non-brokerage
Acquisition costs
0%
0%
administrative
are effectively the
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
fees deducted by
Acquisition cost ratio (net of profit participations) – LHS
Administrative expense ratio – LHS
Combined ratio (RHS)
brokers for placing Source: Lloyd’s/The Insurer analysis
Continued on page 6

Reinsurance firming has legs: Ryan Re
R
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yan Specialty Group’s (RSG) reinsurance MGA sees strong
opportunities to grow its book of broker-accessed thirdparty business written on the balance sheet of Nationwide
amid improving market conditions it believes are sustainable.
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Storm before the storm...

I

prepared. And after the M&A dramas of
n an industry that takes on the burden
last year (AXA’s $15.3bn XL deal; AIG’s
of the world’s disasters, boring is good.
$5.6bn Validus purchase; MMC’s £4.3bn JLT
After all, the previous two Monte Carlo
swoop), 2019 has been notably subdued.
Rendez-Vous have been overshadowed
Lots of takeover speculation (Aon/Willis;
by major events or macro-themes, most
Scor/PartnerRe etc) but little action.
of them unsettling.
In the absence of these major talking
Think back to recent cats (Irma in 2017,
points, one theme likely to gain exposure
Jebi and Michael last year), 2017 loss
this week is the fall-out from the MMCcreep, major M&A, Brexit uncertainty,
JLT acquisition. After all, a number
declining profitability, the relentless
of prominent
march of
alternative
2019’s low cat losses continue… Rendez-Vous
attendees will
capital, slow
($bn)
Tohoku, Thai
be (temporarily)
growth and
Flood, NZ EQ
$140
absent this year
the seemingly
$120
after leaving
never-ending
$100
JLT Re or Guy
soft market.
$80
Carpenter for
None of them
$134
$128
$60
rival firms. We
cheery subjects.
$90
$40
$73
look forward to
A year on
$54
$51
$50
$42
$20
$36
welcoming them
and it could
$9
$0
back next year.
have been
But it will be
the same with
Source: Aon (Impact Forecasting), Munich Re, RenRe; excludes Dorian
more insightful
the ferocious
to examine in a year’s time what their
cat 5 Hurricane Dorian before it turned
northwards last week and missed Florida. impact has been. MMC is a well oiled
As of now, 2019 remains unusually benign machine and will put up an enormous
battle to stop business defecting. Will
in terms cat losses (see above).
the defectors’ succeed? We won’t know
Reinsurance rates are generally
this week. But if it is all
improving; perhaps
a little calmer this year
not as much as
than 2017-18 then we
speciality lines but
The industry will look shouldn’t forget that in
most classes are
the reinsurance business,
seeing improvements
very different in five
disasters are always
in pricing and terms.
years time
just around the corner.
Demand is generally
And it remains the case
up. Many cat buyers
that the industry is still
have learned the
under-going disruption brought about
lessons of 2017-18 and bought more
by consolidation among its customers
cover. AIG, and other large primary
and distribution partners, low interest
insurers, are also bringing new long-tail
rates and cheaper forms of capital. The
treaties to the market. It may not be a
industry will look very different in five
permanent reversal of the long-term
downward trend of declining cedence but years time.
In other words, storms – in our
it’s still to be welcomed. Yes, Brexit still
industry – are never far away…
trundles on but companies are better
Losses
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Management team:

Brian Boornazian
Chairman and CEO
Emil Issavi
Former Aspen Re CUO to take senior
exec role
Dan Yerxa
EVP/head of property reinsurance
Steven Capodanno
Head of claims and reinsurance
operations

Capacity:

Acts as exclusive underwriting
manager for Bermudian JV reinsurer
Geneva Re with Nationwide’s A+
rated paper.
The relationship sees Geneva Re
reinsure Nationwide as a quota
share reinsurer on all business
written by Ryan Re.

Appetite:

c Third party reinsurance through
broker market – initial focus on
property risk/pro rata; casualty
excess/pro rata
c Target companies range from
regional/mutual to large technical
engineered risk carriers. North
America-based, but potentially
global exposures
c Can also assume risk from RSGUM
MGUs alongside their carrier
partners
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in the property property reinsurance. It has also hired
former Tokio Millennium Re and Aspen
market. “So
Re executive Steven Capodanno as head
all the seeds are there. The market
of claims and reinsurance operations.
has reacted to that but no one is
Additionally, in May, RSG and
overreacting, and because nobody is
Nationwide announced a joint venture
knee-jerking, I think it will go for longer
to create Geneva Re, a new Bermudian
than other [hardening] markets.
reinsurer, with Nationwide’s A+ XV AM
“One of the great things for us is
Best and A+ Standard & Poor’s ratings
being able to bring a new company with
for its paper.
no legacy and an A+ rating. The timing
It is 50 percent owned by Nationwide
couldn’t be any better,” the executive
and 50 percent by RSG and RSGcontinued.
related investors and has former Aon
Ryan Re was unveiled last year by Pat
Re chairman, Mike O’Halleran, as its
Ryan-led wholesaler and underwriting
executive chairman. Ryan Re is also
company RSG.
able to underwrite business on behalf
It sits under the RSG Underwriting
of Geneva Re from insurance MGUs on
Managers (RSGUM) umbrella. The
the RSGUM platform alongside their
start-up has a primary focus on
existing carrier partners, in a move
writing third party business accessed
exclusively through reinsurance brokers. Ryan believes helps to more fully align
its interests with
Boornazian said
clients.
that there has
For Boornazian
been a strong level
No one is overreacting, and and
his colleagues,
of interest from
because nobody is knee-jerking, the creation of Ryan
brokers in placing
third party business I think it will go for longer than Re with the support
of Nationwide’s
with Ryan Re, which
other [hardening] markets
paper with an A+
officially began
rating was critical to
underwriting at 1
elevating the startJuly, with a “lot of
up to be more than just a capacity play
business in the pipeline”.
or a captive vehicle for RSGUM.
The initial focus has been on property
“Partnering with Nationwide has
risk and pro rata treaties as well as
done that. We are one of a very select
casualty excess and pro rata, targeting
group of companies that have an A+
programmes for North America-based
rating. Reinsurance treaty buyers
cedants ranging from regional and
are highly focused on security and
mutual carriers to large technical
longevity of their paper, the consistency
engineered risk companies.
of its approach and claims paying
The executive explained that while
capabilities,” he continued.
the start-up has a “pretty broad
appetite,” it will not be an index play of
the market.
“Part of our philosophy is to find
those quality underwriters at insurers
who really know what they’re doing and
support them in a big way. I’m never a
believer of doing small pieces across
the board because you’ll only get an
industry result then.
“We want the better-than-industry
For an in-depth look at the strategy
results which means we’ll target and
behind Ryan Re, see The Insurer’s
strongly support the best in various
exclusive interview with Pat Ryan and
classes.”
Brian Boornazian on pages 12-14 of
Ryan Re has recruited former Aspen
this issue.
Re colleagues Emil Issavi and Dan Yerxa
as executive vice president and head of
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the existing
more responsive Lloyd’s with flexible
clunky ATLAS
capital and the ability to establish new
increased by
and BAR systems
underwriting platforms. They are very
a much smaller extent, 7.1 percent to
that will “support
engaged with John’s work programs
8.9 percent. Insurers’ combined ratio
reduced compliance
and vision”. Although the spotlight is
consists of its loss ratio and expense
costs”. But Carnegie-Brown added
often on brokerage charged by larger
ratio and must sit below 100 percent for
that Lloyd’s is also considering a more
intermediaries – especially when
an underwriting profit to occur. Lloyd’s
radical approach to future coverholder
impacted through arrangements such as
combined ratio soured to 114 percent
facilities – Carnegie-Brown explained that relationships. “If Lloyd’s is providing the
in 2017 and 104.5 percent in 2018. The
brand, the infrastructure, the financial
Lloyd’s is scrutinising the processes for
persistent low yield environment has
strength ratings, the global licences, the
acquiring coverholder business.
reduced insurers’s ability to make
claims systems and the underwriting
Lloyd’s derives a third of its income
substantial investment returns to
expertise, then it doesn’t seem quite
– equivalent to £11bn+in 2018 – through
subsidise weak underwriting profits.
delegated underwriting relationships with right that we also pay for the privilege
The lack of major cat losses between
on top”. “I think there is an argument
MGAs or local retail brokers.
2012-2016 masked the impact of this cost
to be made that if – for example – you
Predominantly overseas, Lloyd’s had
inflation until the losses of 2017-18 (£2bn
are the only Lloyd’s
and £1bn respectively)
coverholder in a
led to the arrival of
particular region or
new CEO John Neal
town and Lloyd’s
and a determination
120%
40%
is providing all the
to overhaul the
risk capital and
35%
market’s processes
100%
infrastructure, then
and structures in
30%
perhaps this should be
conjunction with
80%
25%
better reflected in the
an improvement in
20%
60%
commission structure
underwriting returns.
Lloyd’s acquisition
costs rise y-o-y
than is currently the
Carnegie-Brown
15%
40%
case.”
emphasises that
10%
“It wouldn’t apply to
Lloyd’s stakeholders
20%
5%
existing arrangements,
– including brokers
of course, but it’s an
– should ultimately
0%
0%
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
example of how John
benefit from Neal’s
Acquisition cost ratio (net of profit participations) – LHS
Administrative expense ratio – LHS
Combined ratio (RHS)
and his team are
vision of Lloyd’s as
Source: Lloyd’s/The Insurer analysis
thinking differently
the hub of high-class
about new arrangements”.
3,936 coverholder relationships at the
underwriting and capacity, underpinned
Carnegie-Brown was, however, quick
end of last year with firms permitted to
by digital risk exchanges and efficient
to clarify that the idea was “simply a
bind risks on syndicates’ behalf.
processes, because the alternative
discussion point” but he highlighted it as
Although the structure enables Lloyd’s
could be the three-hundred year old
an example of where Lloyd’s is not just
syndicates to underwrite business
market slowly marginalising itself into
focusing on process efficiency gains as a
around the world without the costs of
irrelevance by an uncompetitive cost
way of reducing its acquisition costs.
base. “John [Neal] quite rightly recognised maintaining local offices, and allows
Neal is scheduled to unveil a progress
Lloyd’s syndicates to tap into the local
two things when he became CEO last
report on his transformation plan on
knowledge and expertise of these
year: the importance of change and the
the 30 September. It is expected to
coverholders, they still add an extra
importance of brokers to the market.
combine a number of “easy win” reforms
layer of commission and also heavy
This is why we are working closely with
– typically around rule changes – such
compliance and administrative costs to
our distribution partners at every stage
as low cost, start-up syndicates which
ensure they are acting prudently.
of the Future at Lloyd’s program; we are
Lloyd’s are calling syndicate-in-a-box
Aligned to Neal’s Future at Lloyd’s
listening to their frustrations and to the
together with work streams for more
programme, early next year Lloyd’s is
changes they would like to see made to
complicated, higher-tech initiatives such
unveiling a new regime for overseeing
processes at Lloyd’s to enable greater
as the dual exchanges for complex and
third-party underwriters designed to
efficiency in quoting, placement and
vanilla risks. Nearly a hundred people
“reflect modern distribution methods
claims. John gets that Lloyd’s is a broker
drawn from the market, the Corporation
and allow us to take a more risk-based
market”.
and McKinsey are thought to be involved
approach to oversight.” According to
“Brokers want to see straight-through
in work streams relating to the change
Lloyd’s, it will include a new integrated,
processing on claims and settlements,
programme.
digital compliance platform to replace
they are telling us that they want a

E AT LLOY
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Combined ratio

Expense ratio

Contribution of expenses and commissions
to Lloyd's combined ratio over 15 years
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Tysers acquires London market rival RFIB
T
ysers and its owner Odyssey Partners
has acquired rival private equityowned RFIB Insurance Brokers to
create an independent London-focused
wholesaler with total revenues in the
region of £200mn ($260mn) and around
a thousand employees, The Insurer
revealed on 6 September.
In a statement later issued by Tysers,
the firm said the transaction will
enhance its position as the “leading
independent insurance broker” by
acquiring RFIB’s parent company, RTG.
Tysers said the two firms have
“complementary wholesale capabilities,
which will provide opportunities to
expand and enhance the combined
business’s product offering – with new
solutions and expanded geographic
coverage to provide the best solutions to
clients”.
The release continued: “Steven Beard
will continue in his role as CEO of RTG
and will report to Andy Behrends,
Integro’s CEO. The combined wholesale
brokerage team will be led by Tysers coHeads of Wholesale, David Abraham and
Jason Collins”.
The firm said details of the broader
management team will be made up
of a combination of the two existing
management teams. Details will be
“released in due course”.
Beard commented: “Tysers is a wellrespected firm and we are excited to
be joining forces with them. We have
a shared goal of being the leading
independent wholesale specialist. This
How The Insurer
first revealed Tyser
interest on 3 June…

Day 1 | Monte Carlo Rendez-Vous 2019

will improve the breadth of services
we can provide to our clients and
provides an attractive proposition to the
wholesale market, from which we can
accelerate our growth plans.”
In 2018, RFIB saw its normalised ebitda
climb 50.1 percent from £6.2mn to £9.3mn
while turnover nudged up to £48mn.
Ironically, RFIB – which is chaired by
former Aon UK head Dennis Mahoney
– itself came close to acquiring Tysers
two years ago before being trumped
by Integro. The firm was acquired by

Calera Capital in 2015. The news follows
a period of sustained M&A activity in
the broking sector which included the
industry’s largest ever intermediary
acquisition, MMC’s £4.3bn JLT takeover.
Next year, Tysers celebrates its twohundred year anniversary, making it the
oldest existing Lloyd’s broker still trading
in the London market.
This is an edited version of the
original story broken by The Insurer on
6 September. For the full version of this
story visit www.theinsurer.com

Notable London market broker M&A
Date

London
market
broker

Buyer

Comments

Sept-19

RFIB

Tysers

Private equity-owned duo finally consummate years of on-off
talks to create a sizeable London market independent

Jul-19

Paragon

PSC

Acquired by PSC for £42mn+. PSC already owns London
intermediaries Alsford Page & Gems and Carroll & Partners, and
last year took a £15.5mn stake in insurance specialist investor
BP Marsh

Jun–19

BMS

British Columbia
Investment (BCI) and
Preservation Capital
Partners (PCP)

Valued at £500mn, BCI and PCP acquire majority stake

Dec-18

Boston Marks

Gallagher

Gallagher acquires aviation specialist

Dec-18

Alston Gayler

Miller

Terms not disclosed but speculation of deal value in region of
£65mn

Oct-18

Ed

BGC Partners

BGC demonstrates ambition with Ed deal

Sep-18

JLT

MMC

Landmark transaction values JLT at £4.3bn; announced in
September 2018, the deal closed on 1 April 2019

May-18

SSL

JC FLowers

Founder Andrew Sturdy finally sells after aborted 2017 process

May-18

Endeavour

JC FLowers

Combined with SSL – emergence of a new London broker
consolidator

Mar-18

Tysers

Odyssey Partners (via
Integro)

Sale saga ends with £100mn-£110mn deal

Dec-17

Hyperion

CDPQ

Invests $400mn and joins General Atlantic

Mar-17

Besso

BGC Partners

Valuation undisclosed

Dec-15

Miller

Willis

Willis acquires 85 percent stake in blue chip Lloyd’s broker

Oct-15

RFIB

Calera Capital

Acquires up for sale broker; parachutes in former Aon UK head
Dennis Mahoney as executive chairman

Sep-15

Price Forbes

Ardonagh

PE-backed acquires majority stake in leading London market
wholesaler

Apr-15

Ardonagh
Group (Price
Forbes,
Bishopsgate)

HPS (52 percent); MDP
(32 percent); KKR (6
percent) and Bain
Capital (3 percent)

Debt for equity swap for UK broker consolidator Towergate. Has
since acquired London wholesale Price Forbes and established
Bishopsgate

Jan-15

Alston Page &
Gem

PSC

Australian PE firm buys controlling interest in small Lloyd’s
broker

May-14

BMS

Capital Z

Invests $50.7mn for minority stake in holding company Minova

www.theinsurer.com
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R&Q confirms ILS support for
legacy deals as share price leaps
Speaking on the day that R&Q posted its H1 results, the
founder of legacy and program specialist R&Q Ken Randall
confirmed the group was using ILS capacity to support
legacy acquisitions

I

Randall explained. R&Q’s other core business arm –
t’s an intriguing development as the market has
fronting for MGAs in the US and Europe through its
long speculated on the potential evolution of ILS
program division, Accredited – continued to trade well,
capacity into the legacy space but the long-tail nature
the company said.
of discontinued business has been an obstacle to
Last year, the group’s entered into arrangements
investors who prefer the binary-nature of cat risk
with 12 MGAs, reflecting
which can be modelled.
the equivalent of a
“R&Q successfully
projected $500mn GWP,
used ILS capacity in
and on Friday R&Q said
the first half of the
170
this has increased to
year and we anticipate
165
$800mn at the half-year
further partnerships in
stage and is expected
the future,” explained
H1 results
£ 160
announced
to “grow to more than
Randall.
$1bn” in 2020.
155
“What we are seeing
R&Q added that
is that ILS has a
150
its European arm
growing appetite for
2 Sep
4 Sep
6 Sep
Close
continues to benefit
non-cat risk. Obviously,
from the “retrenchment
the funds have to
of a number of former program specialists as a
ensure they have mandates to write casualty business
consequence of their weak balance sheets and inferior
but we have a financing structure that they find
underwriting standards”.
attractive,” he explained.
Program writers that have failed recently include
R&Q published its results on 6 September, on the
the Danish duo Alpha and Qudos, while a number
eve of the Rendez-Vous, and the share price spiked
of unrated Gibraltar businesses have also ceased
upwards after the summer sell-off.
or retrenched from the market.
Boosted by the closing of its largest ever legacy
Finally, Randall welcomed the arrival of former
acquisition – the former US reinsurer Gerling
AM Best international head Roger Sellek as co-CEO,
Global Re, now Global US Holdings, Inc for $80.5mn
together with finance director Alan Quilter.
– the London-listed firm saw tax profits leap from
Ken Randall
“Freed of day to day operational responsibly, I
£5.5mn to £33.1mn, with earnings per share jumping
executive
chairman
shall be focusing on the strategic development and
from 3.6p to 19.2p.
expansion of the Group, “explained Randall who
Despite a £103.5mn equity raise earlier this year
stepped back from being CEO earlier this year.
and a $70mn subordinated debt issue in December,
Numis analyst Nick Johnson commented on 6
Randall explained that the firm will continue
September: “Overall we think these results show
looking to partner with third-party capital with
R&Q is delivering on the opportunities it has been
future transactions.
highlighting over the last couple of years. The H1
“Whilst our balance sheet has grown
result has clearly benefited from the large Global
significantly as a result of the new share issue
acquisition, but the recently enlarged balance
in March 2019, we continue to explore options for
sheet means we see good scope for further large
additional funding for larger Legacy acquisitions
Roger Sellek
transactions in future years. Our recommendation
through some form of ‘side-car’ structures which will
joint chief
moves from Add to Buy due to recent share price
enable us to leverage our ability to source and manage
executive
weakness.”
larger and more complex run-off opportunities,”
officer

R&Q share price climbs on strong H1…
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Greenfield for growth
The Insurer talks to Ryan Specialty Group
CEO Pat Ryan and Ryan Re CEO Brian
Boornazian about the strategy behind
the reinsurance MGU, Ryan Re, as it looks
to become a meaningful market for third
party treaty business

Ryan Re would be the exclusive MGU for the vehicle,
which would be positioned to assume risk from RSG
Underwriting Manager (RSGUM) units.
Crucially though, it would also write third party
reinsurance risk through the brokered market, on the
AM Best A+ XV paper of Nationwide.

W

For RSG founder and CEO Pat Ryan, the genesis of
the idea is closely tied to the strategy that drove the
creation of the firm’s MGU platform on the primary side
of the business.
“We put ourselves in the shoes of capital providers
and said everyone wants to grow faster than the market
is giving them. Organic growth and diversity of earnings
drives value and drives the balance of risk taking.
“We’ve observed the consolidation of reinsurers over
the last few years, the consolidation of insurers, and the
phenomenon of some of those people who got out of
reinsurance in the 90s getting back in, such as AIG, Axa
and others,” Ryan observed.
Against that backdrop, RSG decided to test the market
to see if there were insurers with appetite to diversify
into reinsurance.
“They have alternatives, they could make an
acquisition. But that takes a lot of capital, or incurs
other risks. They could make a major investment, set
up a line of business and be responsible for hiring the
talent, retaining it and managing it.
“As we looked at why people give us delegated
authority, it’s that they don’t want to do that. They’re
willing to put up capital to back risk but not sunk capital
infrastructure costs,” he explained. Continued on page 14

hen it first emerged last year that wholesale
brokerage and MGU giant Ryan Specialty Group
was working on a reinsurance platform, there was an
element of intrigue in the marketplace.
That interest only heightened when former Aon Re
chairman Mike O’Halleran and his Aspen Re counterpart
Brian Boornazian were revealed as drivers of the project.
MGUs are commonplace in the primary insurance
marketplace as carriers look to outsource underwriting
expertise and access distribution in specialty areas
to fuel growth without the sunk costs associated with
acquiring or building their own in-house resources.
But examples of successful reinsurance MGAs of
any meaningful scale writing on behalf of established
reinsurers are few and far between.
And it seemed unlikely that Ryan Re’s sole purpose
would be to operate as a captive MGU for RSG’s in-house
underwriting business.
When in May this year it was announced that RSG
had entered into a joint venture with Nationwide, the
strategy became much clearer, however.
The partnership included the creation of Geneva Re,
a Bermudian reinsurer owned 50 percent by Nationwide
and 50 percent by RSG and RSG-related investors.

Day 1 | Monte Carlo Rendez-Vous 2019

From genesis to Ryan Re
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Continued from page 12

“That all culminated in
Nationwide. They were willing
to put up capital to align as purely as possible, and
they brought the opportunity to grow together in this
joint venture,” Ryan said.
For Boornazian and his colleagues at Ryan Re,
Nationwide’s A+ rated balance sheet was critical to
elevating the start-up to be more than just a capacity
play or a captive vehicle for RSGUM.
“It was paramount for us to succeed that we were
able to find a partner that would allow us to create an
MGU that more closely resembles a true joint venture
through the creation of a reinsurance company for our
customers and clients,” he said.
“Partnering with Nationwide has done that. We are
one of a very select group of companies that have an
A+ rating. Reinsurance treaty buyers are highly focused
on security and longevity of their paper, the consistency
of its approach and claims paying capabilities,” he
continued.
Boornazian added that the exclusive underwriting
agreement with Nationwide’s highly-rated capacity
is also a draw for underwriters and has been a factor
in attracting former senior colleagues from Aspen Re,
including Emil Issavi and Dan Yerxa.
The new platform has built out in-house claims
capabilities following the hire of former Tokio
Millennium Re and Aspen Re executive Steven
Capodanno as head of claims and reinsurance
operations.

Third party first

That allows Ryan Re to put front and center its offering
to brokers as a “true reinsurer” – a key tenet of its aim
to become a meaningful market for the third party
reinsurance business that is at the core of the strategy
for Ryan Re and its relationship with Nationwide.
For while the platform’s two-pronged strategy also
allows Geneva Re to retain risk written by RSGUM, that
is not its prime focus.
“First of all, we are a front-facing third party treaty
reinsurance market, writing on Nationwide paper
through reinsurance intermediaries,” said Boornazian.
“We wouldn’t have done all this if we weren’t building
what we consider to be a very important underwriting
facility for third party reinsurance. We wouldn’t have
hired Brian and asked him to build a team if it was just
a captive reinsurer,” Ryan added.
And the former Aon chief emphasised that the use of
reinsurance intermediaries is fundamental to the model
and to avoid channel conflict.
“We are not distributing it. We are using the brokered
market to stay aligned with our overall RSG mission
statement which is one of retaining independence and
never competing with our clients,” he told The Insurer.
Ryan Re also has the advantage of underwriting on
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behalf of a clean balance sheet with no legacy costs and
legacy systems – a position of strength that RSG also
benefited from when it launched nine years go.
“You start out with a low-cost operation and you
don’t have the bureaucracy, the burdensome outdated
systems, or the run-off loss portfolio. It’s a big
competitive advantage.” Boornazian said that while the
start-up has a “pretty broad appetite,” it will not be an
index play of the market. “We want the better-thanindustry results which means we’ll target and strongly
support the best in various classes.”

Alignment of interest
The MGA’s quest for better-than-industry results
makes all the more sense when seen in the context
of Ryan Re and its parent’s own vested interest.
For some time before embarking on the project
that led to the creation of Ryan Re and Geneva Re,
RSG had been looking at ways of better aligning
interests between RSGUM and its capital providers.
“I’ve not met an underwriter yet who doesn’t
believe that the ultimate alignment is that the
underwriters have a financial interest in the results
– the profitability not just the revenue growth,” said
Ryan.
“We had trading partners who told us that to
really feel the comfort of total alignment, we
should invest capital to structure that alignment,”
he continued.
The Geneva Re JV means that RSG is taking risk
across the business Ryan Re underwrites – both
from third parties and in-house RSGUM.
The second prong of the Ryan Re model sees
RSGUM insurance MGUs offering their carrier
partners the opportunity to cede a portion of their
business to Geneva Re.
“We’re not forcing any of those carrier partners
to give up business. We’re offering the opportunity
to have us better align interests with them, and we
are willing to do that,” explains Boornazian.
Ryan added that the offer of what is effectively a
quota share relationship alongside Nationwide has
also given a feeling of “commitment and solidity”
to other capital providers. That has helped in the
current climate where dislocation in the market
– particularly in London – has left many MGUs
struggling with capacity.
“In a hardening market, it’s been very helpful to
have major committed capital. For those existing
trading partners, if they have wanted to take a
larger percentage they have been able to, but also
if they wanted a lower percentage they can do that
too,” said Ryan.
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Clients first, not cross-selling
Confused by the business model of what
could be the industry’s largest ever broker
start-up? Look to the evolution of banking
for your answer, says Steve McGill

broker start-up will overcome client inertia and
the dominance of the heavyweights to deliver on
its ambition of being the “alternative distribution
channel” for major corporates and/or clients with
complex needs.
“McGill & Partners will concentrate solely around
the
placement, structure and design of world class
oes cross-selling work in financial services?
insurance solutions – we’re going to go deep in that
Bancassurance failed ignominiously and the jury
domain,” he explains.
is out on the ability of the big three global brokers to
Headquartered in Lloyd’s – McGill is shortly to move
leverage their large consulting resources to sell P&C
across from Warburg’s Mayfair office where he has
corporate insurance (and vice versa).
been resident most of the year – the
Sceptics on the merits of being all
firm will focus on doing certain sectors
things to all people will find a home
at McGill & Partners, the transatlantic
We have no interest in well, he says, offering a hybrid of
placement advice
broker start-up that is taking shape
being an Integro 2.0 retail/wholesale
and access to markets. Initially, McGill
after this publication revealed
& Partners has selected seven broad
Warburg Pincus had committed
business hubs (see page 20) and has
$250mn+ to create the industry’s
hired around 140 people from a range of rival firms.
largest ever broker start-up.
What McGill & Partners will not be, insists McGill,
Shortly after striking a deal with MMC to acquire
is a full-service retail broker. That was an experiment
parts of JLT’s wholesale book and on the eve of the
that failed with Integro, the broker formed in 2006
Monte Carlo Rendez-Vous, The Insurer met with former
with $300mn of private equity capital in response
Aon president McGill to discover how his ambitious
Continued on page 18
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to the then aggressive NY attorney general’s
solutions provider. When Marsh bought JLT it
attacks on Marsh and the other big brokers. It
was a validation of my thinking even though
failed to attract the major corporate accounts
the planning began beforehand,” he says.
and – after years of languishing – morphed
While McGill says McGill & Partners is
into a London wholesaler through Tyser & Co
fundamentally a “2020 business”, the firm
(and soon-to-be acquired RFIB).
is already winning new accounts. McGill
“We have no interest in trying to be a
would not be drawn on specifics but The
smaller version of Marsh, Aon or a Willis or of
Insurer understands the first client win was
being an Integro 2.0,” he says.
the Canadian metals and minings giant Teck
“Today, the actual placement and structuring
Resources, a former JLT account.
of an insurance product is a fraction of the
But momentum is likely to come from a
service that the large broking firms provide
potentially clever deal rumoured to have
to clients. HR consulting, ERM, retirement
been struck between McGill and MMC CEO
plans, loss control, risk engineering and
Dan Glaser for the transfer of some of JLT’s
actuarial advice etc. The list is endless and
Steve McGill CV: wholesale business that does not sit easily
the worry is that the client account handler
within the MMC camp. There is little detail
feels under pressure to spend their time trying
on the transaction – McGill explains he’s
2019 – Present
to introduce other business opportunities to
bound by confidentiality agreements – but it
Chief executive,
their account rather than focusing on his or her
is understood to be structured on a business
McGill &
specialist advice”.
renewal basis which is likely to see in the
Partners
“We intend to return broking to its roots – I
region of 20 former JLT staff come across to
characterize what’s happening here as leading
service these accounts.
Dec 2017 – May 2019
a development that occurred within investment
The expectation is that McGill would likely
Director of the board,
banking over the last 30 years.”
have agreed with Glaser not to pursue other
The Hartford
“Despite the pre-eminence of these global
JLT staff, at least not to the same vigour as
banks, we have seen the emergence of firstfirms such as Hyperion or Lockton who are
June 2014
class corporate advisers such as Evercore
now embroiled in legal disputes with the
Awarded CBE for services
and Moelis & Co who focus – above all else
world’s largest broker.
to the insurance industry
– on client service. They provide unparallel
Despite this, later this year McGill will be
and voluntary humanitarian
professional advice and that is exactly what
shortly reunited with his former JLT colleague
services
their clients want”.
John Lloyd, a London market veteran and
“I am simply not convinced that cross-selling
former head of JLT’s prized JLT Specialty arm.
May 2005 – Jan 2017
works”, says the former JLT CEO.
They formed a strong partnership in the early
Group president, Aon
As this publication revealed in April,
days of JLT – formed by the merger of Jardine
chairman and CEO,
the start-up is backed by an initial equity
Insurance Brokers and Lloyd Thompson
Aon Risk Solutions
commitment of up to $250mn from funds
– and McGill is looking forward to being
affiliated with US private equity giant
reunited with Lloyd when his contractual term
2002 – Nov 2004
Warburg Pincus and a substantial additional
completes.
Chief executive, JLT
commitment from management. What could
“John is a formidable talent and we work
make the firm the largest ever broking startextremely well together. It is one of those
up is that there is an additional $500mn on
partnerships built on trust and where we are
call, says McGill, which would take it way beyond the
completely aligned around serving clients and where
capital size of Integro.
our skills are very complimentary”, McGill explains.
“This is one of the biggest start-ups in the UK this
Despite the large Warburg war chest, McGill remains
year, if not the biggest,” adds McGill.
adamant that his firm is extra cautious on
“Investment of up to a quarter of a billion
M&A.
dollars with a further $500mn available; we’ve
“We’ve had a number of opportunities to
Today, the actual
added 136 staff in five months and we’re
acquire businesses of multiple sizes and
placement and
doing all of this at the same time as Brexit...
quality over the last six months,” he says.
structuring of an
it’s big.”
“However, our philosophy has been to build
McGill says the wave of consolidation
insurance product is a the business from the ground up and without
witnessed in the broking sector over the
legacy issues and cultural complexities
fraction of the service the
past two years helped spur his ambitions to
associated with M&A.
silence the doubters with a meaningful return that the large broking
“Starting a business with the blank sheet
to market.
of
firms provide to clients paper is really compelling. Naturally, there
“The industry needed a new alternative risk
are risks attached to
Continued on page 20
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that. But the upside in getting this right is huge.”
While the firm waits for full regulatory approval,
the firm has cleverly agreed with UK outsourcer
Davies Group to become an authorised
representative that enables McGill & Partners to
effectively “umbrella” through them.
The executive said that the business would be
open to acquisition in the medium term providing he
felt it wouldn’t “undermine our proposition. We have
to get the culture right”.
“We’ve got the firepower and we have Warburg
Pincus behind us – that’s one of the beautiful things
here. We have incredible financial resources,” he says.
“Right now, we see a huge attraction in building a
British business at scale.”
Instead, McGill has chosen to wield the enviable
capital position of the broking start-up to focus
on talent acquisition and securing key producer
hires – in particular, seven divisional heads,
covering aviation, energy, marine, financial lines,
P&C, reinsurance and structured solutions. At time
of writing, headcount has now surpassed 140, with
producers and management coming from over 20
different companies.
McGill’s start-up management team already includes
Oliver Corbett, the former Hyperion and Novae CFO,
Denise Garland, the former TMK COO and Stephen

McGill & Partners’
initial business heads
Division

Leader

Previous
company

Previous
role

Property &
Casualty

Chris
Stevenson

JLT

Head of
property, JLT
Specialty

Marine

Gordon
Longley

JLT

UK CEO of
marine &
cargo

Energy

Tim
Fillingham

Starstone

CEO,
Starstone
Underwriters

Aviation

Joe Trotti

JLT

Global
head of
aerospace

Financial Lines

TBC

Structured
solutions

Brian
Kirwan

Allianz

UK CEO, AGCS

Reinsurance

TBC
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London
market
veteran John
Lloyd will join
later this year

Former Aon
executive Karl
Hennessy will
head specialty
broking

Cross, the former Aon chief innovation officer.
Since launch, McGill has added former Willis
Group CEO Dominic Casserley – who is now a
senior adviser to Warburg Pincus – to the board,
alongside former Willis International CEO Tim
Wright.
Other notable hires include JLT’s outgoing global
head of aerospace Joe Trotti and UK CEO of marine
and cargo Gordon Longley who will lead McGill’s
aviation and marine units respectively.
Aon’s Karl Hennessy will become head of specialty
insurance broking with the divisional heads reporting
into him. Julian Martin and Andrew Matson also
feature in the list of heavy hitters.
McGill says he has been able to attract such talent
due to a level of “frustration” amongst industry
professionals who felt “disenfranchised” in their
current roles.
“Our head count will be over 160 by the end of
the year,” he predicts, adding that business units
are likely to expand beyond the initial seven to “ten
or twelve” next year.
“It is clear that there is real excitement about
coming to work for an alternative firm that’s led by
practitioners,” he says. “We’re going to operate a
simple business model,” he continues. “We’re going to
have a single profit centre and we’re not having silos.
Our management structure is as flat as it possibly can
be. “We’re not building something that’s going to be
small,” adds McGill.
“We have significant ambitions over a five-year
period. In terms of progress we’re probably 12 months
ahead of where we thought we might be”.
“It won’t be easy. But if we always put the clients’
needs first and succeed in providing them with firstclass structuring and placement advice, then we will
succeed.”
How The Insurer
first revealed
McGill’s Warburg
backing on 25 April
2019
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InfleXion point
David Flandro, the head of Hyperion’s newly launched
data and technology business – Hyperion X Analytics –
sat down with The Insurer to share the new venture’s
analysis of the global reinsurance market. This article
features proprietary data sourced from its analytics
suite of products

H

urricane Dorian’s devastating Bahamas landfall
and Florida near miss come at a time when market
disruption is at its most acute since the years following
the financial crisis. Industry reserves, deteriorating
earlier catastrophe losses, and eye-popping expense
ratios are combining with macro headwinds, not least
changes in investor appetite and less predictable global
capital flows. All of this is driving an increased focus
on risk selection and costs of capital. The most visible
result is a hardening of pricing across multiple business
lines.

investor and customer demands, the insurance sector
must now rapidly adapt in a similar fashion.

Technology is the new capital

In today’s environment, cost of risk and risk selection
are just as important as capital supply as dominant
factors affecting market dynamics. Insurance carriers
must demand wholly new means of gathering and
processing underwriting data to inform optimal – often
contrarian – decision making. This report examines
current market conditions and structure, with an eye to
future-proofing the sector.

Solving for X

Hyperion X is at the forefront of this process. We are
announcing a new and unique way to assess
(re)insurance market opportunities with a centralised
data platform that standardises data across
underwriters, markets, and MGAs. This platform goes
beyond the traditional, narrow and anecdotal data sets
typically on offer, allowing clients to assess – in real
No data, no gain
time – pricing, growth, and loss trends across multiple
Market disruption has happened before. The traditional
regions
response has
been a round Changes in global insurance pricing indexed to 2008 (Figure 1) and lines
of business
of capital
1.4
worldwide.
raising and a
Hyperion X
new ‘class’ of 1.3
1.2
enhances
(re)insurers
these
with strategies 1.1
proprietary
designed
1
data with
to take
0.9
machine
advantage
0.8
learning
of market
0.7
and other
dislocation.
technologies
The sector’s
0.6
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
1H2019
in the service
response
Property
Casualty
Reinsurance
Marine
Aviation
Energy
of four major
today will be
Source: Hyperion X data, Lloyd’s, Alpha Insurance Analysts Limited
stakeholders:
different. It
clients,
will be driven
employees,
markets,
and
investors.
This
will
be achieved
not just by new capital,
but
also
by
wholly
different
Global insurance premium and
by fusing the underwriting process with modelling
means of processing and analysing underwriting data.
capital – all lines in $bns (Figure 2)
and decision making technologies driven by highly
This will require better servicing of capital with
impactful and proprietary data at all levels of
cutting-edge risk6,000
selection bolstered by data and
business.
technological innovation.
5,000

Secular not cyclical

This is a secular, 4,000
not a cyclical trend, and it will
be data-driven. The transformation has already
3,000 Data and processing power
taken place elsewhere.
have permanently altered securities and derivatives
markets. Smartphones,
2,000 social and hardware networking
technology have revolutionised media. Given increasing

Changing the game

David Flandro,
managing
director,
analytics

Today’s disruption in global insurance markets
is the most significant since the cyclical rating
downturn which followed the global financial crisis.
The key drivers associated with that downturn, low
capital gearing and risk appetite, redundant reserves,
and benign catastrophe losses, not to mention

1,000
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briefly exceeding 3
structural changes in Global insurance premium and
percent in the UK,
reinsurance market capital – all lines in $bns (Figure 2)
increasing D&O
capitalisation, have
6,000
claims, the opioid
all now culminated,
crisis, and greater
slowed, or reversed.
5,000
Changes in global insurance pricing indexed to 2008
cyber (Figure
exposure 1)
This has resulted in
1.4
now represent a
capacity constraints
4,000
widening range of
and increasing
1.3
emerging, longprices across most
1.2
3,000
tail risk factors.
business lines. Risk
1.1
The reserves
selection is again at
2,000
1
that previously
the forefront as the
0.9
‘cushioned’ risk
tide goes out and
1,000
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exposures are laid
0.8
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Global insurance
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emerging
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since as far back
Property
Reinsurance
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Aviation
Energy
Source: Hyperion X data, Swiss Re Sigma,
World BankCasualty
Group
where inflation
as 2015 when
Source: Hyperion X data, Lloyd’s, Alpha Insurance Analysts Limited
is not slowing and where insurance penetration is
early signs of today’s trends began to appear. Global
increasing.
insurance premium volume
started
to
increase
alongside
Worldwide
reinsurance
Global
insurance cession
premium and
On the short-tail side, third party investors have
GDP growth in 2015, whilst premiums to surplus widened
rate – all
lines across
(Figure
3)in $bns (Figure
capital
all all
lines
recognised2)
that the risk-return trade-off in reinsurance
and the long decline in reinsurance
cessions –
8.0%
needs
adjustment.
Although dedicated reinsurance
lines hit bottom, even rising occasionally.
6,000
capital has held-up, it has ceased its rapid growth which
Figure 2 shows global7.5%
insurance premiums growing
7.0%capital over the last two
commenced in 2009 as yield hungry investors began
at a more rapid clip than
5,000
seriously to enter the market, driving an abundance of
decades, and more recently
over
the
last
three
years.
6.5%
capital supply, especially in the relatively uncorrelated,
During the bulk of this6.0%
period, carriers
have
generally
4,000
short-duration property-catastrophe business.
been comfortable retaining progressively more of their
5.5%
This appetite is for now satiated if not diminished.
premium base, although this trend
has
now
abated.
3,000
5.0%
Third parties have recognised that with net underwriting
Reinsurance cessions found a floor of just below five
4.5%
returns as low as 5 percent, the balance of risk and
percent in 2011, with increases
in 2015 and again this
2,000
4.0%cessions have been part of
return now available in the sector has produced poorer
year (Figure 3). Increased
short-term economics than expected, and new capital
the driver behind reinsurance rate increases as carriers
1,000
is not deployed today without more intensive risk
have ceded more risk. Source:
All of these
trends
increase
the
Hyperion X data
selection. It is particularly notable that capital has
importance of risk selection as capital begins to ‘sweat’
0
increased
in 2014
2019,
not2016
least
and risks become more expensive to cede.
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007barely
2008 2009
2010 2011 so
2012far
2013
2015
2017due
2018 to smaller
inflows
from
third
parties.
The liability side of the balance sheet is likewise
Global insurance capital
Global insurance premiums
The more sober approach follows record catastrophe
starting to blink red. Sector reserves, long a shot in
Source: Hyperion X data, Swiss Re Sigma, World Bank Group
losses and chaotic claims processes in 2017 and 2018,
the arm to CFOs at quarterly earnings, have from 2016
the largest consecutive
exhibited increasing volatility
Worldwide reinsurance cession
insured loss years ever in
on a calendar year basis.
real terms. 2017’s Harvey was
Weighted across all business
rate – all lines (Figure 3)
the first major hurricane to
lines, carriers are still eking
8.0%
come ashore in the United
out net redundancies, but
7.5%
States in 12 years, with two
just. The benefit of over7.0%
separate landfalls in Texas.
reserving, particularly for
6.5%
It was immediately followed
accident years 2006 to 2009,
by Hurricane Irma which
has endured longer than it
6.0%
at peak intensity was the
would have thanks to the
5.5%
strongest storm on record
lacklustre global growth
5.0%
in the open Atlantic, whilst
environment of 2010 to 2015.
4.5%
Hurricane Maria was the
But even as inflation is
4.0%
worst natural disaster ever to
again slowing in the largest
affect Dominica, the US Virgin
insurance markets after
having risen in the US, and
Continued on page 24
Source: Hyperion X data
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Global insurance pricing – all lines (Figure 4)
Islands or Puerto Rico. If this weren’t enough,
the California wildfires of 2017 were mega1.2
catastrophes in their own right but the pain was
1.15
not yet over. Still to come was the acute loss
creep from 2017’s hurricanes. The development
1.1
of 2017 losses alone is now the single largest
1.05
loss event of 2018, greater than Hurricane
Michael’s 2018 underwriting year loss or even
1
than that of 2018’s massive northern California
0.95
wildfires, themselves the most destructive
0.9
ever recorded in the state. Irma’s loss creep
was especially adverse due to assignment of
0.85
benefits (AoB) lawsuits in Florida. This, together
0.8
with a dearth of loss adjusters, especially for
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 1H19
Hurricane Maria, slowed the 2017 claims process
Source: Hyperion X data
creating a situation in which at least $20bn of
capital became trapped by January of 2018. It
Figure 4 indexes global insurance rates-on-line across
was in this environment that Hurricanes Michael and
all business classes. The most recent trough in rates was
Florence made landfall in the United States and Typhoon
in 2017. Since then, discipline is returning with carriers
Jebi in Japan. Jebi was the strongest to hit Japan since
noticeably pushing back at renewal and achieving
Yancy in 1993 which has long been the basis for the
rate increases to varying degrees depending on loss
catastrophe risk estimate in Japanese insurers’ solvency
experience, region, and line-of-business. Pricing is
ratios. As with others, Jebi’s loss development has been
cyclical and the structural changes which manifest in the
40%
prolonged and is not likely finished. In this environment,
market over the last decade – especially the ability of
it shouldn’t come as a surprise that investors have35%
capital to enter and exit rapidly – remain in place. Hard
experienced pause when asked to deploy yet more
markets do not last forever and risk selection and the
30%
capital into a sector whose lower yields and increasing
cost of risk must now be the key differentiators.
correlations are no longer pushing them as close to25%
their
efficient frontier.
The cost of risk
20%
If Harvey, Irma, Maria, Michael, Florence, Jebi, and
One factor which is increasing the cost of risk is
mega-cat wildfires weren’t enough, the last half century
consistently rising broker commissions. Figure 5 shows
15%
of experience makes it clear that insured catastrophe
acquisition costs, net of reinsurance profit participations
losses’ trajectory will be exponential. This has been10%
both at Lloyd’s and for the top 30 global carriers. In
the case in the past, and that there is no reason to
the case of Lloyd’s, the acquisition cost ratio has risen
5%
believe the trend will not continue in future. This is due
from the low twenties in 2004 to the low thirties last
to multiple factors, the smallest of which is inflation.
year, an increase of nearly eight percentage points. By
0%
2004
2005
2006
2007 it is2008
2010
2012Lloyd’s
2013
2014
2
Far more important is greater insurance penetration
contrast,
notable2009
that the
much 2011
discussed
across a wider regional breadth of risk exposure. This
administrative
expense
ratio
is
now
again
below
10
Acquisition cost ratio
Administrative expense ratio
Combined
was evident in 2011 with the Tohoku Fukushima disaster,
percent,
line
with both the broader market and with
Source: Hyperion X, Lloyd’s annual
reportsin
and
accounts
the Thai Floods and the Christchurch Earthquake. The
the long-term trend. This pursuant to the adoption
market was again reminded in 2018 of high levels of
of Lloyd’s London Market Target Operating Model (LM
loss exposure in the Asia-Pacific region when Typhoon
TOM), not least the introduction of the Pricing Platform
Mangkhut narrowly missed China’s Pearl River Delta
Limited (PPL) system. On the other hand, the increase
which has a GDP approaching $1.5trn. Other factors
in acquisition costs is despite 113 percent net earned
may be in play as well and some carriers are becoming
premium growth at Lloyd’s since 2004. For the top 30
increasingly vocal about the potential for climate change
global carriers, the increase in acquisition costs was 7
20
to drive additional insured losses.
percent, from 18 percent in 2004 to 25 percent in 2018.
In the long-term, it is clear that risk selection will
The obvious question for clients to ask is, ‘What are we
become even more important as catastrophe losses rise,
paying for?’ and, ‘Why is it so much more expensive than
as other structural factors such as climate change,15
global
it was in the recent past?’ At least some of the increase
growth, and higher insurance penetration come to the
is structural; that is, with broker M&A resulting in
fore and as core inflation comprises an ever decreasing
higher levels of concentration, the sector’s distribution
10
proportion of loss increases.
costs have risen noticeably. Some of this appears to
For most global risk carriers, all of this has left one
be funded through ‘soft dollars’ paid for outwards
lever to pull to support returns on capital. This lever is
reinsurance placements and analytics, although this is
5
price.
partially offset by BSAs and
Continued on page 26

Top 30 global carriers – increase in acquisition cos
administrative expense and combined ratios (Figu

Return of Equity vs cost of equity for the 30
largest global carriers 1999 to 2018 (Figure 6)
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Global insurance pricing – all lines (Figure 4)
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profit participations. Hyperion X has been specifically
35%
created to deal with this challenge, and to create
30%
better
alternatives in terms of distribution, placement,
analytics,
and technology. In doing so, it aims to lower
25%
clients’ costs of capital and to increase shareholder and
20%
stakeholder
value. It is in fact becoming increasingly
20
difficult
for
risk
carriers to earn their costs of equity
15%
in the current environment in order to support the
10%
sector valuations. The sector can do better, especially
15
as5%carriers
are now on average barely servicing
equity capital enough to attract new investment. The
0%
progression
cost of
equity
vs ROE
over 2009
20 years
2004 of2005
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2008
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2011
2012
2013
10 in Figure 6. TheAcquisition
is shown
picture looks
even
more
cost ratio
Administrative expense ratio
challenging
an economic
value
added (EVA) basis.
Source: Hyperionon
X, Lloyd’s
annual reports
and accounts
This is relevant both to debt capital and insurance

2018

0%

120%

linked securities (ILS) investors, and is influenced by
100% is in contrast to
reinsurance prices whose upswing today
declines, especially during 2014 – 2016, which enabled
carriers to lower their capital costs 80%
during that period.
Until recently, the challenge of economic value
creation has been addressed largely60%
with an influx of
third-party capacity and reinsurance arbitrage. Whilst
40%
capital management RoE
remains a useful
tool, today’s
KE
market additionally demands
new and better means of
20%
servicing capital with cutting-edge risk selection. Only
through utilising both can insurer valuations rise over
0%
the
term. Optimal
risk selection
utilises modern
2014long2015
2016
2017
2018
data
science
techniques
which
in
other
sectors have
Combined ratio – RHS
developed more quickly. These include, for example,
machine learning and algorithmic trading in securities
and derivatives
markets, big data
and networking
technology in media,
and the application of
artificial/augmented
RoE
intelligence (AI)
KE
in a wide range of
predictive models
across multiple
sectors, all in assisting
clients, employees,
markets and
investors. Technology
now outweighs capital
as the main driver of
value.
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Lloyd’s should
be an “épicerie
fine” rather than a
supermarket:
Scor’s Kessler

S

ince Denis Kessler took the helm of Scor in 2002,
growth. Strong driving forces are pushing M&A in today’s
market. Reaching critical size increasingly matters to
the former academic and economist has taken
achieve synergies, economies of scale and economies
the French reinsurer to new heights, cementing Scor’s
place as one of the industry’s most powerful carriers.
of scope. Reaching critical size is also a key concern
from a franchise development and business standpoint,
In the first half of 2019, the chairman and CEO led Scor
to be able to write “everything, everywhere” and to
in delivering a group net income which ballooned 9.2
access business through all market platforms. Besides,
percent to Eur286mn, while booking Eur8.01bn in gross
reinsurance purchase by large cedents is
written premium in the first six months of the
becoming increasingly global and sophisticated,
year, an increase of 6.3 percent year-on-year
reinsurers to take larger lines across a
at current exchange rates. A far cry from the
Scor does not need requiring
wider spectrum of business lines.
days of his predecessor Jacques Blondeau – the
M&A to pursue its
This trend is pushing smaller players to
former chief exec who infamously described
consolidate
to upgrade their underwriting
Bermuda as a “speck” in the ocean. But while
development… but we
capacity as well as their depth and breadth in
the days of profit warnings and downgrades
remain open to any terms of business segments expertise.
have for a long time been relegated to the
exogenous growth
Finally, as some parts of the risk
past for Scor, 2019 has presented a fresh set of
transfer
ecosystem are progressively being
challenges, as well as opportunities. Kessler sat
opportunity
commoditized, reinsurers increasingly wish to
down for a tête-à-tête with The Insurer on the
expand their footprint to access all pockets of
eve of the Rendez-Vous, following an eventful
value. From this perspective, being a globally
12 months for Scor, which have been peppered
diversified risk carrier present on virtually all lines of
with takeover bids, spats with activist investors and
business and geographies is – and even more so than
structural changes to its business model...
before – a key competitive advantage. It is therefore no
surprise that the global process of consolidation in the
How does Scor intend to defend its independence
(re)insurance industry shows no signs of abating!
against a backdrop of activist investors and a tide
Scor, which is a recognized tier 1 global player, does
of M&A activity in the sector that shows no signs of
not
need M&A to pursue its development. Therefore,
abating?
our
new strategic plan “Quantum Leap” is a standalone
Scor has historically been a strong consolidator, with
plan that only leverages the
an excellent track record of successful acquisitive
Continued on page 30
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Group’s strong organic value creation franchise but
does not depend upon M&A. But we remain open to any
exogenous growth opportunity that would allow us to
accelerate – and not deviate from – this plan.

Scor has been vocal in its ambition to grow in the
United States: how is this strategy progressing and how
can the difficulties experienced in the early 2000s be
avoided this time around?
Reinsurance premium written by our US legal entity
has increased by nearly 30 percent per year on average
since 2016, reaching close to $1.5bn in 2018. This success
is mainly due to having structured a client-centric
organization. We have a disciplined and consistent
underwriting approach as well as a clearly defined risk
appetite, from which we never deviate.
In casualty, we are prudent, focusing our growth
on key clients, and revising our growth assumptions
downwards when pricing is not in line with our
profitability target. All the same, on property, we
deploy our capacity with clients that take a long-term
approach to their buying and appropriately remunerate
their reinsurers for this capacity – hence, we may
actively pursue portfolio management actions when
the business does not meet our profitability target. As
an example, over the past three years, we have been
reducing our Florida specialist portfolio and continued
to do so in 2019, as the double-digit price increases in
the market did not match our updated views on the
risks.

Scor has made a number of structural changes to its
London businesses of late, what role does London play
in Scor’s future plans?
We made structural changes to our specialty insurance
platform to bring Scor Channel and the company
platform, Scor UK, closer together. This enables us to
bring a broader range of products to our clients and
brokers, and is a better use of our resources.
London plays a key role in our specialty insurance
strategy, which is focused on heavy, technical, or niche
risks, areas in which London has long led the way.

Since John Neal became CEO he has made efforts
to overhaul the Lloyd’s market and return it to
profitability. Do any of the initiatives outlined in the
prospectus – The Future at Lloyd’s – stand out as
opportunities for Scor?

Lloyd’s has faced some difficult years, but we
fundamentally believe that it has a key role to play in
the specialty insurance sector.
We believe that Lloyd’s needs to concentrate on its
core business and that it needs to be a distribution
platform for complex specialty risks. This assumes that
the Lloyd’s market increases its operational efficiency
and moves away from “commoditized” lines of business.
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The Lloyd’s market should be an “épicerie fine” rather
than a supermarket!
We fully support the strategy and changes proposed
by John Neal to overhaul the Lloyd’s market, restore
its role in the sector, and return it to profitability.
The challenge now lies in the execution. Some of the
proposed ideas have been around for many years, some
are new, and all will face resistance from certain market
participants. The key to success is ensuring that the
solutions are implemented and delivered on time and
on budget.

The market has showed signs of hardening at the key
renewal dates over the past year. What does Scor think
will happen to pricing and conditions in 2020?

On the primary side, we see an acceleration of the
market hardening in the US, across both property and
casualty, with many lines of business showing double
digit rate increases at the same time as coverages are
being tightened.
We see this as the result of a reduction in limits
available in the market and a refocus of market leaders
on technical profitability, to counterbalance the
stagnating financial environment.
On the reinsurance side, market hardening at the
July renewals was slightly less pronounced than on the
primary side. We saw a “discerning” firming market, as
reinsurers showed discipline in selecting risks. As an
example, Florida renewals provided a scattered picture
in terms of price movements according to the respective
size and longevity of the companies, the quality of the
information they provided and their performance in 2017
and 2018.
We are confident that demand for reinsurance will
remain strong, as clients are increasingly looking to shed
volatility and optimize their capital base on a global
scale. We are optimistic and we expect the firming of
insurance conditions to continue into 2020. Reinsurance
market conditions are still lagging behind improvements
on the primary side, but we expect further firming in
2020.

How will these changing market dynamics impact Scor’s
retrocessional program?

Scor is a long-term and highly reputed buyer of
retrocession, with a long-term partnership mindset. Most
of our programme leaders have been in place for many
years and our programme is usually one of the very first
to be placed in the market.
Having an effective capital shield policy is one
of Scor’s strategic cornerstones. Our programme is
designed as a long-term complement to our capital
base and is therefore a strategic purchase, not an
opportunistic one.
For 2020, we do not anticipate any major structural
change to our cat retro programme compared to 2019.
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Watford Re confident
differentiated model
will deliver for
investors
D

espite a lukewarm reception from investors in
the months following its March IPO, Watford Re is
optimistic that it will deliver strong book value growth
for the remainder of 2019 as its “differentiated” total
return reinsurer model bears fruit.
The Bermudian’s shares dropped 15 percent in
response to Q2 results, as the market reacted negatively
to modestly deteriorating underwriting results even
as higher net investment income drove a 52 percent
increase in net profits.
But Matt Carletti of JMP Securities, one of the analysts
bullish on the stock, reiterated his market outperform
rating on the company. He pointed to the twin factors
he believes differentiate its total return reinsurer model
from peers that have seen ratings pressure in recent
months.
They are Watford Re’s long-term relationship with
co-sponsor Arch Capital that gives it access to a “broad
spectrum of quality business”, and its partnership with
HPS that provides a non-investment grade, creditfocused strategy that has delivered above-average
results with lower volatility.
On the reinsurer’s earnings call, CEO John Rathgeber
said he was optimistic that book value will continue to
grow strongly through 2019, after growth of 8 percent
through the first six months.
That confidence was derived from market conditions
on the underwriting side that are “noticeably improving”
in most lines of business in insurance and reinsurance.
The company is currently seeing growth opportunities,
particularly in insurance with new program submission
activity strong.
And in an interview with The Insurer earlier this year,
Rathgeber was keen to clear up some of the potential
misconceptions in the marketplace about Watford Re’s
underwriting strategy.
“Some of the early coverage after our launch made it
sound like we were a quota share vehicle for Arch and
that’s not at all what we are,” he said.
Watford Re’s underwriting is managed by Arch on a
contract that runs through to 2025 with an automatic
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John Rathgeber,
Watford Re CEO

renewal that has a two-year cancellation notice period.
“Arch sees everything and we have access to that
funnel and it’s up to them to decide whether it’s more
suitable for Arch paper or Watford paper or both,” he
explained.
That decision is based on the different investment
income assumption, capital allocation and pricing
formulas baked into Watford Re’s business model.
The executive said that, while all Watford Re’s
business is generated by Arch underwriting, it should
not be viewed as a single cedant reinsurer because
the portfolio constructed by its co-sponsor consists of
hundreds of ceding companies.
In insurance, Watford Re capacity will typically come
in alongside Arch behind program-based MGA business.
It also accesses Arch’s burgeoning mortgage book as
an approved market with US government-sponsored
entities Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
He added that there is strong alignment of interest,
with Arch having initially invested $100mn as co-sponsor
(it has subsequently invested a further $35mn in a
recent $175mn senior note offering) and committed to
take at least 15 percent of every risk it writes for Watford
Re. Arguably the main differentiator from its total return
reinsurer peers comes on the asset side of the balance
sheet, with an HPS-managed fixed income strategy that
helps drive its underwriting approach.
“We’re focused on our ROE base, so we allocate
capital to each deal, look at cash flows, and what we
can get by investing that. The combined ratio is a byproduct of that,” said Rathgeber.
“It takes some education. People have to understand
that we weren’t taking an across-the-board slice of
Arch’s underwriting portfolio. It has to be customized,
very predictable, where we can hold on to reserves for
a long period and combine that with a higher yielding
fixed income strategy,” he continued.
That in turn means the reinsurer may run a higher
combined ratio than others in the market but still
achieve its target ROE and continue to grow book value,
the executive suggested.
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Pause, adjust,
move forward
Guy Carpenter’s James Nash assesses the
impact of an unprecedented two-year
loss period as the industry reassesses its
approach to an evolving risk environment
and considers how it moves forward from
here
How significant has the impact of the two major loss
years – 2017 and 2018 – been on the reinsurance
industry?

It is still difficult to say what the ultimate impact of
this two-year period of unprecedented losses will be
on the (re)insurance market, as it has caused parties
across both the insurance and capital markets to
undertake a considered period of risk reassessment.
What we can say is that the reinsurance market has
endured the losses to date and continues to operate
from a robust capital base. At year-end 2018, market
capital from both traditional and alternative capital
sources, stood at $436bn1, compared to $432bn at
year-end 2017.
There has, however, been a marginal decline in
convergence capital in H1 2019, as the markets look to
absorb the lessons from these two years and establish
how best to deploy capital moving forward.

How do you expect the events of 2017 and 2018 to
influence the direction that the capital markets take?

That the capital markets should pause to readjust
their capital stance is not surprising and we expect an
evolution in the deployment of alternative capital. The
reinsurance sector remains an attractive opportunity
for alternative capital despite the shocks of 2017 and
2018.
Loss creep has proved a significant factor. We
estimate that the major losses during these two years
have developed by a combined figure of over $40bn,
equating to an increase of approximately 50 percent
on the original loss estimates. That is a meaningful
increase and one that demands reflection by the
capital markets.
The heightened uncertainty regarding the reliability
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of models in determining the hazards, exposures and
As you mentioned, the events of the last two years
vulnerabilities of major events, particularly given their
have sparked a reassessment of underwriting
central role in initial loss guidance, is also another
strategies for a number of carriers. Moving forward,
factor contributing to the readjustment. Add to this
what are the implications of this for the market?
growing concern about changing weather patterns and
As an industry, we have to recognise that the nature
the increasing threat posed by climate change.
of risk is changing. The alarming levels of loss creep
Given the prominent position held by the capital
witnessed across multiple events has exposed the fact
markets in the retrocession arena, the impact of this
that perils previously considered well modelled and
has been particularly acute.
understood still have the potential to surprise. Further,
Florida has also been impacted by these capital
the unprecedented accumulated costs generated
developments resulting in a broad range of price
by non-peak risks such as wildfire in recent years
changes.
mean that the underlying assumptions regarding the
The knock-on effect of these developments, both for
contribution of attritional perils must be reassessed.
alternative capital providers and traditional carriers
But we must consider this in the context of the
is a greater focus on more tailored views of risk being
broader, increasingly complex risk landscape.
applied at the individual programme level.
Developments such as the growing shift in focus
This was witnessed in the mid-year reinsurance
from tangible to intangible risks, the rising impact
renewals, with the long-term performance and
of climate change and increasing technological
loss experience of cedants forming a much more
disruption are transforming our view of risk – and the
prominent influencing factor in both
market must respond accordingly.
deployment and pricing decisions.
Fundamentally, as these risks evolve, so
These dynamics could see a greater flight
the insurance gap grows.
to quality by capital providers, as they target Reinsurers are applying
Therein lies huge opportunity for our
those carriers with a consistent track record
industry,
but only if we can develop the
much greater
and that are able to demonstrate a highly
products
and solutions necessary to fill it.
scrutiny to cedant
sophisticated, technical approach to risk
That means generating new forms of
performance and loss cover that address much more effectively
assessment. How investors are deploying
capital across the insurance value chain
exposures such as reputational risk,
history during the
is evolving and we would expect that to
renewal discussions intellectual property and non-damage
continue into 2020 and beyond.
business interruption.
We need to push boundaries and work to
redefine
risk transfer.
How are current market dynamics affecting
At
Guy
Carpenter,
we are exploring new ways
the perceived value of reinsurance?
of
evaluating
emerging
risks and new sources of
During any period of uncertainty and volatility, the
volatility. On the climate change front, for example,
status of the reinsurance product is elevated. It has
we are supporting our clients as they evaluate
maintained its position as a reliable and efficient
the robustness of their view of risk and develop
source of contingent capital through several periods
adjustments to the models they use to ensure the
of flux in the history of the insurance market, and the
potential impacts on their business now and in the
current environment is no different in that respect.
future are understood and addressed. And, as we find
Demand remains strong and underlying market capital
ways to introduce more risk into the sector, so we
remains robust.
must find better ways of bringing the capital markets
A number of buyers are now ceding more premium
to support a more diversified universe of risks. This
to the reinsurance market to counteract levels of
is achieved through enhanced modelling capabilities
uncertainty. We are seeing an uptick in purchasing
and improved analytical techniques that make that
across a number of areas, including in the casualty
risk more palatable for the investor by providing a
sector and an increased demand for financial lines
greater depth of data-driven understanding.
and specialty products, including cyber. There is
To achieve this, intellectual capacity will become
also a continued focus on earnings-related covers as
just as important as reinsurance capacity. If we are
companies look to minimise potential volatility.
to flourish as a marketplace during a time of great
In tandem, as mentioned, there is a more
change, then we must demonstrate the technical
considered approach by reinsurers to how they deploy
sophistication and granular risk understanding to do
capacity. As we see an end to fiscal easing across
so. For those companies which can achieve this, the
the financial sector and the reinsurance industry,
next few years will see them truly come into their own.
reinsurers are applying much greater scrutiny to
cedant performance and loss history during the
1Based on Guy Carpenter estimates generated in collaboration with AM Best
renewal discussions.
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ILS endures test
Aon Securities CEO, Paul Schultz, provides
an overview of the recent trends in ILS,
highlighted in the team’s 2019 ILS annual
report

T

he catastrophe events at the end of 2017
and throughout 2018 heralded a unique and
educational experience for ILS market participants.
They also helped to provide proof that catastrophe
bonds would respond as designed. Following the
losses, the range of ILS transactions – catastrophe
bonds, sidecars, collateralised reinsurance, and
industry loss warranties – and the mechanisms by
which they respond, came into focus to a degree not
seen before in the sector.
Between 1996 and 2017, only seven catastrophe bond
classes of notes had been impaired by the natural
catastrophes they were designed to cover, with losses
totalling just over $900mn. Following the hurricanes,

Paul Schultz,
CEO of Aon
Securities
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earthquakes, wildfires, typhoons and winter storm
events of 2017, 2018 and 2019, the market endured
anticipated impairments across 25 notes leading to
forecast bond losses totalling $1.25bn.
The recent period also brought increased attention
and concern over ILS-related trapped collateral, ILS
managers’ ability to support renewals, and the pricing
environment.

Market performance

Catastrophe bond issuance in the 12 months to June
30, 2019 totalled $5.4bn, including life and health
issuance. This represented an issuance volume
decrease of $4.3bn relative to the preceding 12-month
period.
The driving characteristics of the ILS market over
the period in review were driven significantly by
investors and four key factors: the influence of 2017
and 2018 losses on available capital; investor appetite
and pricing behaviour; schedule maturities of existing
catastrophe bonds; and generally, how each of the
factors interacted with collateral.
Earlier in 2019, the market was showing some signs
of fatigue from the series of catastrophic events. Half
of the 20 property-catastrophe related tranches of
notes that came to market priced at the wide, or above
their price guidance, compared to in the second half
of 2018 in which seven of the 10 tranches that came
to market priced at the midpoint of their guidance
or better. However, the ILS market has proven to
be resilient in 2019 with continued support for new
issuance.
In total, $5.1bn of property catastrophe deals
came to market over the 12 months, while $4.2bn of
property-catastrophe bonds matured. This movement
of prices to the wide end from 2018 to 2019 showed
how prices have hardened marginally, most likely as
a response to the loss events that occurred in the
second half of 2018. As already highlighted, 2017 and
2018 were costly years, with losses accumulating
from US named storms, Mexico earthquakes, Japan
typhoons and California wildfires.
The resulting trapped collateral and loss creep from
these events created a more cautious investor base
that shifted some capital to more liquid investments,
such as catastrophe bonds. Investors also returned
to a focus on simplicity, and are now expecting more
premiums for higher-frequency transactions while also
shifting preference towards per-occurrence structures.
During the 12 months to June 30, 15 transactions
were aggregate, 10 were
per occurrence, and 5 were
Continued on page 38
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cascading. Of the 10 per occurrence deals, six priced at
the midpoint of guidance or better, and five of those
six upsized, reinforcing the fact that the markets have
a great desire for per-occurrence structured deals.

Investor demand

Change in global reinsurer capital ($bn)
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traditionally seen. Investors are analysing transaction
details even more meticulously after the 2017 and 2018
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their marketed sizes, as 83.3 percent of the deals that
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 1Q
2019
came to market over the past year have issued at their
Sources: Company financial statements / Aon Business Intelligence / Aon Securities Inc.
marketed sizes or better, but we have seen a handful
of Florida-specific deals downsize or collapse tranches
However, new legislation passed in the United
this year.
Kingdom helped two ILS transactions come to market
There were 11 tranches that upsized from their
in the jurisdiction.
marketed size while only five deals downsized or
Overall, as was the case in the prior year’s review,
collapsed a tranche. The five deals that downsized
the expertise in Bermuda continued to attract SPI
priced at their wide ends or worse, and a majority of
domiciliation, suggesting a favorable outlook for
those that downsized were heavily focused in Florida.
Bermuda service providers, banks, and the Bermuda
The challenge within the Florida market was consistent
Stock Exchange.
to the one seen in the traditional reinsurance market.
Another similarity between traditional and capital
Stable outlook
markets was an increase in the minimum absolute
Over the period, the total capital markets capacity
return. This increase in the minimum return is also a
was estimated at $93bn, comprised of collateralised
large factor that has led to the
re, catastrophe bonds, ILWs, and
extended amount of time needed
sidecars.
for the investors to analyse
As seen in 2017, the market has
Interest within the space has increased, been resilient and able to trade,
transactions.
Although capital inflows seemed
renew capacity, and attract new
but investors have been deliberate
to be coming in at a slower overall
capacity; however, an overall
and taken more considered time to
pace over the 12 months than
reduction in capacity has come
place orders during marketing than
has been seen historically, there
from estimated reductions in
has been an increased emphasis
capacity from losses being paid
has been traditionally seen
on Environmental, Social, and
on collateralised capacity. Further,
Governance (“ESG”) style investing
overall capacity estimates by
from ILS participants.
product type has largely seen the
Due to ILS’s eligibility as an ESG investment, we have
greatest impact in the collateralised re product line, as
seen the allowance of more capital to be allocated to
public reports indicate losses paid by various funds.
the ILS space from select investors. Although this has
The catastrophe bonds, sidecars, and ILWs outstanding
not entirely caught the inflow pace back up to what
have been stable.
we are used to seeing, it has allowed large global
asset managers to take interest into the ILS space. We
100
have noticed that pensions, endowments and family
90
offices continue to observe the ILS market and we
Cat bonds
Sidecars
ILWS
Collateralized Re
80
expect to see growth to continue from some of these
70
participants.
60

Domiciliation trends

Bermuda continued to be the special purpose insurer
(SPI) preferred domicile for the 12-month period as
19 issuances used the jurisdiction, with the Cayman
Islands only accounting for five and Ireland two of the
29 new issues.
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Second tier-ranked reinsurance
brokers plot 2019/20 growth
The Insurer’s Top 10 Reinsurance Broker rankings
confirm proforma GC-JLT Re in top spot based on 2018
revenues. But as all firms look to rise with the tide
of improving market conditions, we also look at the
prospects of second-tier intermediaries jockeying for
growth in 2019 and beyond…

I

t will come as no surprise that the combined
operations of Guy Carpenter and JLT Re occupy the
number one position in The Insurer’s 2018 revenue
rankings.
Proforma revenues for the combined firms stood
at $1.6bn as strong organic growth at Guy Carpenter
pushed the broker’s top line to $1.4bn, with $300mn of
JLT Re revenue also reported last year, according to an
investor presentation after the MMC-JLT deal closed in
April this year.
Guy Carpenter’s organic growth rate was matched by
Aon Reinsurance Solutions as overall revenues at the
firm climbed to $1.56bn.
Pure revenues at Willis Re accounted for 42 percent
of total 2018 Investment, Risk and Reinsurance (IRR)
revenues of $1.6bn last year – up from 37 percent of
$1.5bn in 2017.
We have also included Miller revenues, which takes
the 2018 total to $840mn (2017: $735mn). Arguably a
true like-for-like comparison would also add a portion
of Willis’ IRR’s Insurance, Consulting and Technology
revenues, which would take the 2018 total to $1.17bn
(2017: $1.08bn). The Willis Re numbers also exclude
facultative business, which is included in Guy Carpenter
and Aon Reinsurance Solutions totals.
The 2018 rankings are also revealing below the big
three reinsurance brokers, with the removal of JLT Re in
fourth spot opening up a bigger gap to the second-tier
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firms (when measured by size at least) – a gap several
firms are intent on narrowing.
Last year the fastest growing of those firms was
Capsicum Re, with revenues climbing 46 percent to
$70mn as the broker builds out its limited partnership
model.
TigerRisk topped the $100mn revenue mark for the
first time, and there was also continued growth at
Beach & Associates as well as BMS Group’s reinsurance
business.
Although a review of 2018 revenues is instructive,
it is likely that The Insurer’s 2019 and 2020 rankings
will make for much more interesting reading, as the
ambitious growth strategies of several firms in the
aftermath of the GC-JLT Re merger begin to bear fruit.
In a hardening market it is likely that all of our current
Top 10 Reinsurance Brokers would expect an uplift of
revenues this year and next as they ride the tide of rate
increases and additional demand for the product they
sell.
And there has certainly been evidence of that already
in 2019 from the giants of the sector.
Aon Reinsurance Solutions (Q1: 9%; Q2: 12%) and Willis
IRR (Q1: 5%; Q2: 8%) reported strong organic growth in
the first two quarters of 2019.
The drag from JLT Re – largely from its new business
pipeline – hit Guy Carpenter’s organic growth, with
underlying revenues shrinking 2 percent in H1. But the
firm is likely to have seen strong organic growth in line
with its peers stripping out the impact, across treaty
and facultative business.
Aon notably highlighted growth across treaty, capital
markets and facultative placements – the latter segment
particularly buoyant as demand for the product rises
in a hardening primary property
and reinsurance market.
Continued on page 42
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Ambitious movers

It is several of the smaller firms that may well trump
the giants for growth rates in the next couple of years
however, albeit from their relatively small bases.
Arguably the highest profile move by any of the
smaller reinsurance brokers was by Lockton Re.
Ron Lockton, president and CEO of its retail broking
giant parent, said the firm is looking to go “all in on
reinsurance” after it was revealed that it lured Guy
Carpenter’s North America CEO Tim Gardner and two
of his senior colleagues. The firm had already been
building with the hire of several executives in the last
couple of years, including former Willis Re specialty
chief Jerry Ridge in London and his former colleague
Charles LaLone in the US. Previous efforts had not
delivered significant traction, but the Guy Carpenter trio
– along with Keith Harrison and other former Clayton’s
executives from the JLT Re side of the deal in London
– are a statement of intent, once outstanding legal
disputes have been resolved relating to the US hires.
It will undoubtedly take time for Lockton Re to build
out a platform for meaningful growth, despite the highprofile hires. And more established second tier players
are also making ambitious moves to significantly grow
market share, and provide an opportunity to Guy
Carpenter, Aon and Willis Re.
Just over a decade on from launching TigerRisk, Rod
Fox has been actively hiring for the firm in London and
the US as it looks to pick up momentum.
As well as several producing brokers, the firm has
hired James Few from MS Amlin to run its London office,
former Lloyds Bank head of insurance Bill Cooper to

Top 10 reinsurance brokers

add to its M&A and capital advisory business and most
notably Rob Bredahl as president and COO.
The former Aon Benfield Securities and Third Point Re
CEO is known as a dealmaker which opens the intriguing
prospect of what might be next for TigerRisk as it looks
to transition to its next phase.
BMS is already entering its next phase, with new
ownership in the form of Canadian pension fund BCI
and private equity firm PCP. The firm has also been
active in the post GC-JLT Re fallout, with several senior
hires, including Pete Chandler as president of its US
reinsurance operations. With significant financial
resources behind it from long-term investors, BMS
is expected to aggressively pursue growth in its
reinsurance operations as it positions itself as a viable
alternative to larger rivals. Rupert Swallow-led Capsicum
Re, which is minority owned by US retail giant Gallagher,
is looking to build out its US presence next year. Beach
is another expansive reinsurance intermediary that has
been looking to build out its offerings and hire talent.
The firm is also pursuing opportunities from across the
insurance broking and MGA operations of its parent
Acrisure – the most acquisitive player in the distribution
space by deal volume.
Below The Insurer’s Top 10 Reinsurance Broker
Rankings there are other firms looking to grow fast in an
improving marketplace.
Among them are Trean Intermediaries, which added
former JLT Re executive JJ Johnson late last month in a
move revealed by this publication. Meanwhile, Holborn
hovers just below the Top 10 with estimated 2018
revenues of around $45mn.

$mn
Position

Rank

Company

2018

2017

Comment

1

Guy Carp & JLT Re

1,600

1,467

Organic revenue grew by 7% at Guy Carpenter - its strongest since 2009 - and 1% at JLT Re in 2018. Guy Carpenter
reported 5% organic growth in Q4 2018, the 8th consecutive quarter of organic growth of 4% or greater. GC total
revenue was $1.3bn in 2018, JLT Re’s was £232mn ($300mn as per MMC Q2 2019 presentation)

2

Aon Reinsurance
Solutions

1,563

1,429

Top line benefited from organic revenue growth of 7% in 2018 in Aon’s Reinsurance Solutions division, outpacing group
organic growth rate of 5% for the second year in a row. Began to see modest impact from market in Q4 as well as
strong facultative growth

3

Willis Re

840

735

Willis Re and Miller accounted for 54% of total IRR segment revenue in 2018 ($1.556bn). Including Insurance, Consulting
and Technology unit would increase revenues to $1.17bn

4

TigerRisk

> 100

90

Sources said Tiger had topped the $100mn revenue mark for the first time, thought to be driven by organic reinsurance
growth and capital markets expansion.

5

Capsicum Re

70

48

2017 revenues of £37mn (2016: £25mn) at fast-growing firm UPDATE FROM ARTICLE

6

Beach & Associates

67.5

55

Midpoint of an estimated range of $65-70mn for 2018. Growth has come from London and North America, said sources

7

BMS Group

65

58

Solid growth in the US is expected to accelerate in 2019/20 with addition of high profile execs and funding of new
owners BCI and PCP. Group revenues topped £100mn in 2018

8

UIB Holdings

61

60

Total revenues of £54.2mn for 2018 ($66.0mn) and £50.6mn for 2017. Reinsurance revenues are thought to account for
90-95% of total at firm which specialises in emerging markets

9

THB Group

54

52

Estimate based on total revenues filed in THB’s 2018 financials. Unclear how much of the revenue figure is true
reinsurance or traditional wholesale business into the London market at the AmWins-owned broker

10

Lockton Re

50

52

Global reinsurance revenues of US-based parent estimated at $50mn across all lines (down from $52mn in 2017),
sources suggest around $15-20mn from London platform

Source: The Insurer; company announcements (where public)
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A market in need of overhaul
Changes are needed heading into the 2020 renewals
after two years of losses, says Ryan Mather, Argo
Group’s global head of reinsurance

Typhoon Jebi, we also saw the prices increase albeit less
materially. It’s worth remembering that Jebi losses have
subsequently deteriorated which may lead to further
increases. We’ve seen pricing remain pretty static for
many contracts which are loss free or where the covered
How would you characterise the reinsurance market
perils are viewed as less critical. This feels slightly
going into this year’s Monte Carlo?
dysfunctional especially given our experience with
I think it’s complex. It seems like a market where no
wildfire mentioned previously. The lack of uniformity in
one’s looking at the status quo for 2020. We’ve had at
pricing suggests that we’ve only got one or two perils
least two years with no profits as a reinsurance industry
wrong rather than a need for more
and we are trying to figure out how
fundamental pricing changes. The
we turn that around. No one’s really
adequacy of a couple of perils
sure precisely how to do that, and I
For the first time in years it feels like price
cannot correct the poor returns
don’t think anyone really knows what
the right amount of industry profit is we’re having to plan differently. In the of an entire market in search of
for the volatility we assume. We are past several years, companies have just profitability.
in a market that feels like it needs a
got the previous year’s plan, probably How has Argo’s reinsurance business
bit of an overhaul.
taken five points off the pricing and evolved since the Ariel Re acquisition
The cat market had a pretty
bad run in ’17 and ’18. But it was
closed in early 2017?
gone again
exacerbated by the mistakes that
The legacy Argo Re and Ariel Re
were made. I don’t think anyone
businesses pre-integration had
really picked California wildfire as a major peril, for
essentially the same lines of business – very much shortinstance. In addition to that, losses have developed
tail, quite catastrophe driven. Since then, we’ve set about
in an adverse way in the past 18 months. You have the
developing new businesses.
backdrop of the investment markets that are looking
One we built from scratch that has made significant
less certain and interest rates are falling. That’s another
progress is our clean energy business, which has been
area where traditionally insurance and reinsurance have
busy developing its own new market. In addition, in the
made profits, and that’s looking less exciting than it was
last year we decided to branch out into lines of business
before. Reserves also look less redundant by the day. So
that are more familiar. Now, we are sensing there is a
where will the profit come from now?
genuine chance those lines of business will contribute to
For the first time in years it feels like we’ll have to
the bottom line.
plan differently. In the past several years, companies
In that vein, we recently took on Stephen O’Flynn to
have somewhat been able to take the previous year’s
help us enter professional lines, Sean Kelly for credit
plan, make adjustments for softening and try again.
lines and David Martin to write an FMX marine book
It just feels like this year will require much more
to complement our traditional LMX marine book.
thought.
It’s really only in the last year that we’ve felt
sufficiently confident to enter into these lines of
business with the expectation of profit. Hopefully,
What do all those dynamics mean for pricing?
during
the course of 2020, the rating environment will
In the areas where there have been losses, it feels
Ryan Mather,
continue to change for the better, we’ll start to see lines
like the market has already tried to respond. For
Argo Group’s
of business that look much better than others and we
California wildfire-affected covers prices have increased,
global head of
are nimble enough that we can move towards them.
sometimes quite materially. For the contracts affected by
reinsurance
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Catching up with
Typhoon Jebi

O

n 4 September 2018, Typhoon Jebi made landfall
twice over Japan, and in both cases with strength
equivalent to a Category 3 hurricane on the SaffirSimpson Hurricane Wind Scale. The first landfall was
over Muroto City in Kochi Prefecture. The second landfall
was over Hyogo Prefecture, where it impacted the
densely populated area around Osaka Bay, including
the cities of Osaka and Kobe, and associated major
seaports. Within ten days after landfall, RMS released
an industry loss estimate for Typhoon Jebi of $3.5bn to
$5.5bn. As the aftermath of the event unfolded, four to
five months later new market data began to emerge that
indicated that the overall loss from Jebi would exceed
those early estimates — and since then, claims have
continued to develop. In our experience, losses from all
major natural catastrophes do take time to stabilize, and
Typhoon Jebi (#21) is no exception. Since the storm made
landfall, claims across all lines of business continue
to settle. The figure above combines loss estimates
for Typhoon Jebi published by various sources over
the course of last year. The curve is still quite volatile
almost a year after landfall and RMS therefore does not
expect industrywide loss estimates to fully stabilize for
several more months. Since the release of the initial
estimate just days after the event, RMS scientists and
engineers have collected and analyzed hazard, claims
and loss information from a variety of sources that were
not available in Jebi’s immediate aftermath. Significant
effort went into the investigation of station locations
and related wind observations in the densely populated
Osaka region. Resulting changes in wind data critically
impacted the reconstructed distribution of damaging
wind speeds and led to an increase of modelled wind
losses. RMS modelling teams have also considered
several factors that may be unique to this event and
region that may have influenced loss development.
Compounding effects have been suggested to play a
role in the loss development. The impact of the western
Japan floods, the preceding earthquake (Osaka Mw5.5)
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and typhoon (Cimaron) may have become mixed with
claims estimates for Jebi or increased the likelihood of
submitting a claim for Jebi. In addition, the following
typhoon (Trami) may have caused a compounding effect
due to labor and material shortages. Other factors to be
investigated are the possibility of claims inflation due
to social and political pressure, and to differences in
claims behavior in western Japan compared to eastern
Japan. We combined the results of the updated hazard
analyses, sensitivity tests, and the stochastic event
selection with all the latest available market claims
and loss data to produce an updated estimate of the
likely total losses from Jebi. While this analysis still
includes many assumptions, we now consider that final
insured losses from Typhoon Jebi will likely reach and
possibly exceed $15bn. Although these analyses may
suggest future avenues of research, currently we see
no evidence that alters the validity of our RMS® Japan
Typhoon HD Model. We continue to collect the latest
information on Jebi, and once claims development
stabilizes, we will keep clients informed with a full and
final reconstruction of Typhoon Jebi, including a view of
coastal flooding. In addition, as with any industry event,
we will analyze the stabilized Jebi claims data in detail
across all available lines of business.
This article was written by Margaret Joseph, senior manager, product
management at RMS
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Jebi and Michael deterioration
hits Lloyd’s big guns in latest
syndicate forecasts
A number of heavyweight Lloyd’s (re)insurers have
posted worsening 2018 results because of a deteriorating
claims experience from Japan’s Typhoon Jebi and the
US’ Hurricane Michael but in contrast the market’s
2017 result continues to improve, analysis of the latest
syndicate forecast returns by The Insurer has shown

S

yndicates operated by Brit, XL Catlin and Hiscox
all showed worsening figures in the latest forecast
returns – echoing a trend seen among listed reinsurers
in the recent half-year reporting season.
Syndicates with third-party investors publish updated
quarterly forecasts for three years until the syndicate
closes.
Typhoon Jebi – which struck Japan almost a year ago
– has seen loss estimates mushroom from an initial $23bn to estimates of around $16bn. One of the drivers of
the creep has been attributed to the severe winds that
struck a large area of high-value construction ahead of
this year’s Rugby World Cup and next year’s Olympic
Games.
While Florida’s controversial assignment of benefits
law – which, until recent reforms, allowed aggressive
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lawyers to take over claims recoveries – has contributed
to Hurricane Michael’s insured loss estimate doubling
from an initial $6bn to a current $12bn.
Brit’s Syndicate 2988 says its mid-case forecast loss
on the 2018 underwriting year is now 19.74 percent of
capacity, a deterioration of 7.31 percent on its previous
forecast. Although the company has not given a reason
for the deterioration, The Insurer understands that Jebi
and Michael were both factors.
Hiscox’s SPS Syndicate 6104 endured similar
deterioration on its mid-case forecast, with its forecast
2018 result declining 10 percent from 55 percent of
capacity to 65 percent.
In contrast, it’s much larger flagship Syndicate 33
maintained its 2018 forecast result at a predicted 5.01
percent loss of capacity.
Both 6104 and 2988 are syndicates that underwrite
alongside their parents’ larger syndicates with the
former providing exclusive property cat reinsurance
capacity to 33. In contrast to Hiscox, Brit does not
publish quarterly forecasts for its main Lloyd’s
Syndicate 2987 as in contrast to 2988 it does not have
outside investors.
XL Catlin’s Syndicate 6111 also endured deterioration
at the second quarter. The forecast mid-case loss
of capacity declined 12.81 percent from a positive
predicted result of 7.14 percent to a loss of 5.67 percent
of capacity.
Separately, the Verto Syndicate 2689 – which wrote
a substantial whole account quota share of XL’s
business in 2018 – also endured deterioration with Jebi
understood to be a major contributor. The syndicate’s
2018 forecast mid-case result declined 8 percent to a
12 percent loss this week. Earlier this year, Verto was
effectively subsumed into Beat Capital’s Syndicate 4242.
Overall, Lloyd’s aggregate 2018 forecast result
deteriorated modestly – 0.66 percent – to a loss of 4.4
percent, analysis of the forecasts show (see table).
In contrast, a number of Lloyd’s syndicates
experienced positive development on the 2017 year –
the worst ever year for insured cat losses – which at an
aggregate level saw Lloyd’s mid-case forecast improve
by 0.81 percent of capacity to a loss of 9.55 percent
(previous quarter a loss of 10.36 percent of capacity).
Syndicates publishing quarterly forecasts with
notable improvements include Chaucer 1176 with
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Lloyd’s estimates for third party syndicates as at Q2 2019
2017 year of account

2018 year of account

Estimated result at 2019 Q2

at 2019 Q1

Estimated result at 2019 Q2

at 2019 Q1

Syndicate

Managing agent

Worst case

Best case

Mid case

Mid case

Change in mid case

Worst case

Best case

Mid case

Mid case

Change in mid case

33

Hiscox

(7.50)

2.50

(2.50)

(5.00)

2.50

(10.01)

0.00

(5.01)

(5.01)

0.00

218

ERS

(0.10)

9.90

4.90

4.30

0.60

(5.00)

5.00

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

308

Tokio Marine Kiln

(53.60)

(48.60)

(51.10)

(50.52)

(0.58)

Ceased at the end of 2017

318

Cincinnati

(35.16)

(30.16)

(32.66)

(37.20)

4.54

(16.75)

(11.75)

(14.25)

(13.09)

(1.17)

386

QBE

11.97

16.97

14.47

15.00

(0.52)

6.48

11.48

8.98

6.35

2.63

510

Tokio Marine Kiln

(10.91)

(5.91)

(8.41)

(10.08)

1.67

(5.12)

(0.12)

(2.62)

(3.69)

1.07

557

Tokio Marine Kiln

(26.75)

(21.75)

(24.25)

(25.42)

1.17

(4.97)

0.03

(2.47)

(6.78)

4.31

609

Atrium

(2.50)

2.50

0.00

(2.50)

2.50

(2.50)

7.50

2.50

2.50

0.00

623

Beazley

(10.00)

10.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

(10.00)

10.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

727

Meacock

(2.00)

8.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

(7.00)

8.00

0.50

0.50

0.00

1176

Chaucer

46.50

56.50

51.50

45.00

6.50

15.00

35.00

25.00

25.00

0.00

1200

Argo

(19.19)

(9.09)

(14.14)

(13.13)

(1.01)

(7.00)

3.00

(2.00)

(1.00)

(1.00)

1729

Asta

(20.00)

(5.00)

(12.50)

(12.50)

(0.00)

(12.50)

2.50

(5.00)

(5.00)

(0.00)

1884

Charles Taylor

(57.51)

(42.51)

(50.01)

(50.01)

0.00

(55.01)

(35.01)

(45.01)

(45.01)

0.00

1969

Apollo

(30.00)

(25.00)

(27.50)

(27.50)

0.00

(8.00)

2.00

(3.00)

(3.00)

0.00

1991

Coverys

(5.00)

5.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

(2.71)

7.29

2.29

2.29

0.00

2010

Cathedral

(25.00)

(20.00)

(22.50)

(22.50)

0.00

(16.75)

(6.75)

(11.75)

(11.75)

0.00

2014

Pembroke

(14.83)

(9.83)

(12.33)

(11.22)

(1.11)

(12.89)

(2.88)

(7.89)

(8.36)

0.47

2121

Argenta

(5.00)

2.50

(1.25)

(1.25)

0.00

(8.50)

1.50

(3.50)

(2.50)

(1.00)

2525

Asta

0.00

10.00

5.00

2.50

2.50

(5.00)

10.00

2.50

2.50

0.00

2689

Asta

(40.00)

(30.50)

(35.25)

(35.00)

(0.25)

(17.00)

(7.00)

(12.00)

(4.00)

(8.00)

2791

MAP

(3.50)

1.50

(1.00)

(2.50)

1.50

(7.50)

0.00

(3.75)

(3.75)

0.00

2988

Brit

(53.71)

(48.70)

(51.21)

(48.17)

(3.03)

(22.25)

(17.24)

(19.74)

(12.43)

(7.31)

4242

Asta

(57.00)

(47.00)

(52.00)

(50.28)

(1.73)

(42.64)

(32.64)

(37.64)

(33.34)

(4.30)

4444

Canopius

(17.46)

(12.46)

(14.96)

(14.15)

(0.81)

(3.69)

0.96

(1.37)

(0.66)

(0.71)

5623

Beazley

New for 2018

(3.00)

7.00

2.00

2.00

0.00

5886

Asta

(27.50)

(22.50)

(25.00)

(25.00)

0.00

(10.00)

0.00

(5.00)

(5.00)

0.00

6103

MAP

(10.00)

0.00

(5.00)

(5.00)

0.00

(7.50)

2.50

(2.50)

(2.50)

0.00

6104

Hiscox

(40.00)

(30.00)

(35.00)

(35.00)

0.00

(70.00)

(60.00)

(65.00)

(55.00)

(10.00)

6107

Beazley

(35.00)

(15.00)

(25.00)

(25.00)

0.00

(25.01)

5.00

(10.01)

(10.01)

0.00

6111

Catlin

(33.43)

(23.43)

(28.43)

(28.49)

0.06

(10.67)

(0.67)

(5.67)

7.14

(12.81)

6117

Argo

(31.94)

(21.94)

(26.94)

(27.26)

0.32

(14.60)

(4.59)

(9.59)

(7.21)

(2.38)

6123

Asta

(65.89)

(55.89)

(60.89)

(57.14)

(3.75)

(44.96)

(34.96)

(39.96)

(43.77)

3.81

6133

Apollo

New for 2018

(40.00)

(20.00)

(30.00)

(40.00)

10.00

Aggregate of
non-third party
syndicates*

(12.04)

(7.03)

(9.54)

(10.36)

0.82

(6.96)

(1.89)

(4.43)

(3.61)

(0.82)

Lloyd’s Overall

(12.41)

(6.69)

(9.55)

(10.36)

0.81

(7.53)

(1.34)

(4.44)

(3.78)

(0.66)

an improvement of 6.5 percent to 51.5 percent. The
syndicate specialises in nuclear business and is
traditionally the most profitable Lloyd’s syndicate. The
former Munich Re-owned Syndicate 318 – now owned
by US specialty carrier Cincinnati – also published
an improved mid-range forecast of 4.54 percent of
capacity, albeit still to a substantial forecast loss of
32.66 percent.
In contrast, notable declines on the 2017 year were
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Brit’s Syndicate 2988 once again, declining 3.03 percent
mid-case to 51.21 percent, and Asta-managed Syndicate
6123 which fell 3.75 percent to 60.89 percent.
Lloyd’s insiders expect the broad trend of syndicates
with third-party capital to post improving results for the
2017 year to continue later this year before they close
at year-end. This is because, typically, managing agents
with non-aligned investors release reserves from prior
years towards the end of the three-year cycle.
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Q&A with Rob Bredahl, newly
appointed president of TigerRisk
Your career spans roles in reinsurance, broking and
investment banking. Why TigerRisk now?

I joined Tiger because its prospects are outstanding.
Their strategy is just right – and I knew it would be fun
to reunite with some old friends and colleagues. Tiger is
the fourth-largest reinsurance broker in a consolidating
market in which a three-firm oligopoly of enormous
firms holds 75 percent of the market share. Clients want
and need different best-in-class reinsurance brokers
and advisors to choose from. Given that Tiger is the
only broker outside of the top three with industrialstrength capabilities and a proven track record of
delivering on big and very complicated deals, we have a
great future ahead of us. I watched Tiger grow from the
vantage point of a reinsurer for seven years. The talent
of their brokers, their focus on high value-added areas
like capital markets, reserve covers, risk management
technology and the general hustle of the team always
stood out.
Tiger has a very simple strategy. We are risk, capital
and strategic advisors to insurance and reinsurance
companies. We look at all possible solutions to solve
clients’ problems and work seamlessly across all
markets to develop those solutions. That is exactly the
right approach.

Capital is abundant. Yet there is moderate hardening
and capital sidelining at the same time. What are the
key trends shaping the market today?

The major trends impacting the industry include
investors recalibrating after two years of cat losses,
new distribution and underwriting technology, and
continued low interest rates.
The property market is reacting to two years of
reasonably high cat activity after a remarkable 10+
year run of benign activity. The marginal capacity
which pushes pricing around comes from ILS. Many
ILS investors had never suffered a cat loss, and now
many have experienced two years of losses in a row.
These investors now are thinking twice about investing
in the space. However, if we have low to average
cat losses this year, market pricing will likely
stabilize. Meanwhile, pension fund participation
in the market has a lot of inertia attached to it.
While slow to enter the cat market, now that they
have, they will be slow to leave.
Most of the net income for the (re)insurance
industry comes from investment income. The
industry was hopeful – and has been hopeful for years
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– that interest rates would increase. Yet recently, longterm USD rates hit all-time lows. To compensate for very
low interest rates, companies have increased the risk
profile of their investment portfolios. So far this has
worked, but I fear in some of these growing investment
portfolios there are hidden time bombs that may have
escaped analysts’ attention.

What are the biggest challenges facing insurers today?
What elements will distinguish the winners and the
losers in years to come?
I think social inflation is the biggest risk to the
insurance industry today. While the average judge is
probably more conservative, juries are handing out
higher awards. Meanwhile, we’re seeing more liberal
treatment of claims by workers compensation boards
and an increase in legislated compensation benefits
which are reverberating through claim settlements.
Claims handling will be a huge differentiator going
forward.

Which man-made risks (cyber, environmental, etc.) are
of greatest concern?
I think terrorism poses the greatest risk. This risk has
so many perils embedded within and can manifest as
cyber losses, massive property losses such as 9/11 or
environmental losses due to a nuclear event.

Do you think parametric insurance will play a greater
role going forward?

I have always thought that the capital markets
should provide capacity in the form of indexed or
parametric covers – raw capacity for the industry – and
the reinsurance industry should manage basis risk.
Assuming and managing basis risk is a much higher
value add and less capital intensive activity and should
therefore generate higher returns on capital than those
demanded and received by pension funds and other
capital market participants.
But the market has developed differently. Institutional
investors have become comfortable taking indemnity
risk. I think they are learning that doing so is a very
complicated endeavor. Perhaps the last couple
of years will help increase the use of parametric
covers, but I doubt it.
Rob Bredahl is president of TigerRisk. Previously, he was cofounder, president and CEO of Third Point Reinsurance, CEO of
Aon Benfield Securities, and president of the Americas division of
Aon Benfield.
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Does mutuality hold
the key to surviving a
disrupted world?
In a world where disruption and change
are normal, Dieter Winkel, president of
Liberty Mutual Re asks why has the mutual
business model stood the test of time?

A

Dieter Winkel,
president of
Liberty Mutual
Re

s a business leader you will
recognise that disruptive
technology is changing the way
you do business. It would be hard
to imagine a world today without
24/7 global news, the rise in artificial intelligence, block
chain, crypto-currencies, Internet of Things and virtual/
augmented reality.
Clearly technology is changing the way we operate,
however, disruption is not just a matter of embracing it.
M&A, changing risk appetites and activist investors all
contribute to a changing environment.
Mutuals can both embrace these challenges and
enjoy some protection from them. Like their publiclylisted peers, they support start-ups, develop innovative
solutions and adapt the way they operate. Unlike their
peers of listed companies, whose shares are up for sale
every day, they don’t face the same distractions from
predatory competitors or institutional investors.
Mutuals operate in most regions of the world and
typically have a long-established pedigree. Some
mutuals can trace their roots back to the late 17th
century. According to the International Cooperative and
Mutual Insurance Association (ICMIF), mutuals are the
fastest growing sector of the global insurance market
as a whole. Comparing our history with that of other
businesses, the average life-span of a company listed
on the S&P500 was 61 years in 1958. Today, it is less
than 18 years. The average age across the largest
500 mutual insurers is 97 years old. Liberty Mutual
is 107.
So why has the mutual model stood the test of
time?
Our perspective is that the mutual model survives
because of the clear advantages that it provides:
continuity, focus, security and stability. With a
mutual parent, we are able to take a long-term view
and can focus on building strong relationships with
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our policyholders and broker partners, rather
than being distracted quarterly by the expectations
of short-term profit seeking investors. In what is a
rapidly changing environment, Liberty Mutual Re can
offer clients multi-line, multi-solution, multi-territory
coverages with the support of a vast balance sheet
that comes with being affiliated with one of the largest
property and casualty insurance groups in the world.
But even those attributes are not enough to stay
relevant in a changing market place. Our perspective is
that insurers need to bring more than just capital and
risk transfer to the table. Many companies have growth
ambitions, and reinsurance can provide a safety net
against their risk exposures. We can prosper together
by unlocking opportunities which deliver growth
opportunities for all.
In 1920, for example, Liberty Mutual used a new
medium – film – to provide education on workforce
safety and in 1946 supported the improvement of
escalator safety by helping create an emergency stop
switch. Today, Liberty Mutual Re is pioneering the use
of parametric reinsurance contracts for farming groups
in developed and emerging markets.
Our history shows that while disruption encourages
us to build better solutions; it does not make us less
stable nor does it change the way we operate. Instead
it makes us stronger by reinforcing our focus on
looking ahead and continuing to invest in products and
services that will benefit our partners and insureds
now and in the future.
Mutuality is the reason why Liberty Mutual Re is able
to provide a wealth of secure and stable world-class
reinsurance solutions to insurers, Lloyd’s syndicates,
domestic carriers and mutuals.
In a changing environment, for Liberty Mutual Re
mutuality offers the best of both worlds: like a start-up
with over a century of experience within the Liberty
Mutual Group.
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Introducing RICAP “Connecting
Risk to Capital” – a digital
marketplace of the future
In one of a series of four interviews with The Insurer over the Monte Carlo Rendez-Vous,
senior representatives from Xceedance and ChainThat sat down with this publication to
discuss what both firms have been up to since the reinsurance industry gathered on the
Côte d’Azur 12 months ago and what is on the horizon for them

K

icking off the coverage is Kathleen Faries,
the former head of Tokio Millennium
Re Bermuda, to discuss her role as chair of
ChainThat’s Bermuda-based digital initiative –
Risk Meets Capital (RICAP).

What is RICAP?

We’re hoping for the
opportunity to work
alongside major
brokers, cooperating
to build the data
standards for this kind
of digital initiative

RICAP means two things. Firstly, it represents
the distributed ledger platform itself. In
addition to the technology, it represents the
market collaboration that we want to facilitate
in order to carry out testing as well as a
discussion around the role that technology
can play in the (re)insurance market in Bermuda.
This industry group is what we call the ‘The Bermuda
Collective’, a group of industry leaders that make
up our executive steering committee.

Why Bermuda?

The Bermuda market is known for
successful industry-wide collaboration.
Bermuda encapsulates an existing,
innovative market that doesn’t have
a legacy, centralised transactional
system, so it is the most logical
place to start.

Distributed ledger
technology has been
perceived as a platform for
disintermediation. How
do you see the role of the
broker in RICAP?
We’re hoping for the
opportunity to work
alongside major brokers,
cooperating to build the
data standards necessary for
this kind of digital initiative
to provide benefits across
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Kathleen Faries
can be reached
at info@
chainthat.com

the entire value chain. Making the whole
transaction more efficient – from submission
to transactional accounting and claims –
involves bringing brokers and carriers to the
table. We want to bring everybody together to
collaborate around this initiative.

How long will the trial run be and what will
be the measures of success?

RICAP was launched in March 2019, with
a trial period that is expected to begin in
September.
The platform is ready to be trialled. It’s
ambitious to believe we’ll be live for January renewals,
but we’re on course to facilitate this timeline. The
next milestone would be getting through our line
of business trials and gaining feedback on
how to enhance the platform and move into
production.

How does RICAP differ from other
blockchain initiatives?
I think the one critical
distinguishing factor about
this initiative is our focus
on the efficiency of the
core transaction (placing,
accounting and claims).
We’re not a trading
platform; we view ourselves
as a digital market utility
that will enable integration
with a company’s own
infrastructure or outside
trading platforms. The
other key difference is that
the RICAP platform is
being built to explicitly
accommodate insurance
and reinsurance.
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